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A b s t r a c t
The thesis is devoted to  control and  inverse problem s (dynam ical and spectral) for 
systems on graphs and  on the  half line.
In the  first p a rt we study  the  boundary  control problem s for the  wave, heat, and 
Schrodinger equations on a finite graph. We suppose th a t th e  graph  is a  tree (i.e., 
it does not contain  cycles), and on each edge an equation is defined. T he control is 
acting th rough  the  D irichlet condition applied to  all or all bu t one boundary  vertices. 
The exact controllability  in L2-classes of controls is proved and  sharp  estim ates of the 
tim e of controllability  are obtained for the  wave equation. The null controllability for 
the  heat equation  and  exact controllability for the Schrodinger equation in a rb itra ry  
tim e interval are obtained.
In the  second p a rt we consider the  in-plane m otion of elastic strings on a tree-like 
network, observed from th e  ‘leaves.’ We investigate th e  inverse problem  of recovering 
not only th e  physical properties, i.e. the  ’optical leng ths’ of each string, bu t also the 
topology of th e  tree  which is represented by the  edge degrees and  the  angles between 
branching edges. It is shown th a t under generic assum ptions th e  inverse problem  can 
be solved by applying m easurem ents a t all leaves, the  root of the  tree  being fixed.
In the  th ird  p a r t of the  thesis we consider Inverse dynam ical and  spectral problem s 
for the  Schrodinger operato r on the  half line. Using th e  connection between dynam ­
ical (B oundary Control m ethod) and  spectral approaches (due to  Krein, Gelfand- 
Levitan, Simon and  Rem ling), we im proved the  result on the  representation  of so- 
called A —am plitude and  derive the  “local” version of th e  classical G elfand-L evitan 
equations.
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1G e n e ra l  I n t r o d u c t io n  
0 .1  I n t r o d u c t io n .
This work is devoted to  some control and  inverse problem s for dynam ical system s on 
th e  half line and on finite trees. T he work consists of th ree  chapters. Each of them  is 
self contained and  preceded w ith its own in troduction. T he com mon subject of the 
problem s under th e  consideration is th a t we are in terested  in the  control and inverse 
problem s for dynam ical systems.
The control theo ry  of d istribu ted  param eter system s is a broad area of m athe­
m atics and engineering (to m ention ju s t [70, 80, 8]). T he general question is the 
following: having in hand some dynam ical system , to  determ ine if is it possible by 
applying some external force (control) to it to  achieve a  prescribed “s ta te ” of the 
system. Such control theory  has a  lot of applications in physics, engineering and 
mechanics. In the  last fifty years several general approaches were developed, includ­
ing the  H ilbert U niqueness m ethod (see [70, 62]) and th e  approach v ia nonharm onic 
Fourier series (see [80, 81, 8]). The first one is based on the  a priori estim ates for 
the  solutions of partia l differential equations th a t describe th e  dynam ical system. 
The second approach  is based on the  relation, given by the  m ethod of mom ents, be­
tween the  control properties of the dynam ical system  and properties of corresponding 
exponential families.
Inverse problem s of m athem atical physics are problem s of th e  following type: we 
have some physical process, usually described by partia l differential equations over 
some bounded or unbounded dom ain or manifold. Assume th a t we can only m easure 
some p a rtia l inform ation (dynam ical, spectral or scattering) rela ted  to  this process. 
The question is w hether it is possible to  recover the whole physical process via the 
m easurem ents. T he problem  is im portan t in physics, engineering, geophysics and 
tom ography. It has a  lot of applications , including th e  inverse scattering  m ethod 
for K dV -equation and o ther nonlinear problem s. T he d a ta  for the  inverse prob­
lems could be dynam ical (e.g. dynam ical D irichlet-to-N eum ann response operator), 
spectral (spectra l d a ta , or spectral function) or scattering  (scattering  m atrix). The 
Inverse P roblem  theory  has been developing from 1930s s ta rtin g  from works by Am­
2bartsum yan, Borg and  M archenko on the  inverse spectral problem  for the Schrodinger 
operator on the  interval. Since then  several general approaches to  inverse problem s 
were developed (see [65, 26, 46, 54, 71]).
In the  m iddle of ’80s M. Belishev and his co-authors S. A vdonin, S. Ivanov, A. 
Kachalov, Y. K urylev developed the  general approach to  m ultidim ensional dynam ical 
inverse problem s, th e  boundary  control m ethod (BC m ethod). T he approach is based 
on the connection betw een the  controllability and  identification problem s for partia l 
differential equations. In m any situations the  BC m ethod gives th e  affirm ative answer 
on R. K alm an’s hypothesis th a t the  dynam ical system  is identificable if and only if 
it is controllable. T he BC m ethod has been successfully applied to  wave [18, 19], 
Schrodinger [10, 11], Maxwell equations [27, 28], Lam e-type system  [24], problem  
of identification of m anifold by dynam ical or spectral d a ta  [20, 21], problem s on 
graphs [9, 23, 35], etc. Surprisingly, the BC m ethod is applicable even in problem s 
where no boundary  is present (see for exam ple C hap ter II of [43]). T he approach 
is complex: it involves the  control theory for corresponding dynam ical system s and 
m ethods of the  geom etrical optics (propagation of singularities for wave equations). 
We rem ark th a t  th e  approach is essentially dim ension-independent, and, a t least in 
one-dim ensional situa tion , leads itself to  straightforw ard algorithm ic im plem entations 
and stable num erical schemes (see [6 , 7, 34, 29, 33]). A nother advantage of the BC 
m ethod is its locality: the knowledge of the inverse d a ta  on some tim e interval allows 
one to  recover the  param eters of the  dynam ical system  on a certain  sm aller interval, 
though to  form ulate th e  exact sta tem ent, we need to  in troduce so-called “optical 
d istance” (see e.g. [21]).
T hroughout the  thesis the following idea on the connection of th e  control and  in­
verse problem s is em phasized: th e  controllability properties of th e  dynam ical system  
are connected via the  m ethod of m om ents w ith the properties of the  corresponding 
families of exponentials. Such an idea was used in C hap ter I of [43] for th e  construc­
tion of sam pling and  in terpo lating  sequences for m ulti-band signals. The B oundary 
control m ethod  is essentially based on the connections betw een controllability and 
identification problem s for system s described by partia l differential equations. So the 
progress in one of these th ree  fields (control theory, inverse problem s, nonharm onic
3Fourier series) leads to  the  progress in two o ther fields.
The first p a r t of th e  thesis deals w ith the  problem s on trees. T he tree consists of 
edges connected a t the  vertices. Every edge is identified w ith  an interval of the real 
line. T he vertices can be considered as equivalence classes of the  edge end points. 
The vertices w ith  valency one are called boundary, all o ther are interior. We always 
assum e th a t the  tree is finite (we have only finite num ber of edges) and  com pact (no 
edges w ith  infinite length present). On every edge of th e  tree a differential equation 
is given. Also th e  m atching  or coupling conditions are given a t the  interior vertices 
and some boundary  conditions are given a t the boundary  of the  tree.
Differential equations on graphs are used to  describe m any physical processes such 
as m echanical v ib rations of m ulti-linked flexible s truc tu res (usually com posed of flex­
ible beam s or strings), propagation  of electro-m agnetic waves in networks of optical 
fibers, heat flow in m ulti-link networks, and  also electron flow in quan tum  mechanical 
circuits. Recently, quasi-one-dim ensional structu res (graphs), like quantum , atomic, 
and m olecular wires, have become the subject of extensive experim ental and theo­
retical studies. T he sim plest model is a  wave equation on th e  p lanar graph. In the  
last few years dynam ical control and inverse problem s for th e  wave equation and 
spectral inverse problem s for the  Schrodinger equation on th e  p lanar graphs w ith no 
circles (trees) have received a  lot of a tten tion . T he control problem s on graphs (in 
different settings) were solved in [8 , 22, 44, 61]. T he dynam ical and  spectral inverse 
problem s by BC m ethod were considered in [9, 23, 35], different m ethods were used 
in [87, 40, 41].
In th e  first chap ter we use results on the  partia l controllability  of the  wave equation 
on a  tree [22], resu lts  on exponentials families [8], and on m ethod  of transm uta tion  
[73, 74] to  show th e  exact controllability of the  wave equation  and null controllability 
of the  parabolic and  Schrodinger equations on the  tree.
In the  second chap ter we consider th e  more com plicated system  on the  tree: two- 
velocity dynam ical system  w ith constant densities. The difference w ith the  wave 
equation on th e  tree is th a t on each edge th e  wave propagates in two channels and 
the  coupling conditions a t the  interior vertices reflect th e  geom etry  of the  graph  (i.e. 
the  angles betw een edges). We solve the  inverse spectra l problem  for th is system
4using th e  BC m ethod.
The th ird  p a r t of th e  thesis is devoted to  the  inverse dynam ical and spectral 
problem s for th e  Schrodinger operato r on th e  half-line. Using th e  ideas of boundary  
control approach we refine results due to  F. G esztesy and B. Simon [83, 49] and 
C. Rem ling [78] on th e  representation  of so-called A —am plitude (response function 
in our term s). We also m ade a  contribution to  boundary  control m ethod: using 
dynam ical approach and ideas of the  BC m ethod we derived th e  classical Gelfand- 
Levitan equations for th e  inverse problem .
0 .2  S ta t e m e n t  o f  c o n t r ib u t io n s
In C hap ter I we deal w ith  th e  control problem  for th e  wave equation on the  finite 
tree. M y advisor Prof. A vdonin s ta ted  th e  goal of proving the  exact controllability 
result in th e  sharp  tim e. He pointed out th e  way of proving Theorem s 1 and 2, using 
ideas from [8] and  the  resu lts on partia l controllability from [22]. I have perform ed all 
work and proved also Theorem  3 on th e  exact controllability  of th e  dynam ical system  
governed by th e  Schrodinger equation.
In C h ap te r 2 we deal w ith  the  identification problem  for the  two-velocity system  
on the  finite tree. The sta tem en t of the  problem  was form ulated by Prof. S. Avdonin 
and Prof. G. Leugering. Also some of the  results from parag raph  2.4 were obtained 
by Prof. S. A vdonin, who offered me opportun ity  to  extend these results to  the  case of 
a  s ta r  graph and  a rb itra ry  tree and to  develop an algorithm  of finding angles between 
edges. All resu lts from paragraphs 2.5, 2,6 and  the  m ethod of finding angles between 
edges in 2.4 were obta ined  by me.
In th e  th ird  C hap ter we study  the  Inverse dynam ical and  spectra l problem s for 
th e  Schrodinger operato r on the  half-line. P rof S. A vdonin form ulated the  problem  to  
generalize th e  m ain resu lts of th e  BC m ethod to  the  case of po ten tia l and  pointed 
out the connections of th e  BC m ethod w ith  o ther m ethods for inverse spectral and 
dynam ical problem s. I perform ed all work and  obtained  resu lts from paragraphs 3.2.4 
and 3.2.5.
So, th e  m ain resu lts of the  thesis obtained by me are th e  following:
1) C ontrollability  of th e  Schrodinger equation on tree-like graphs (C hap ter I).
52) Extension of th e  BC m ethod to  the  two-velocity wave equation  on trees, devel­
oping of th e  ‘reduction ’ m ethod (C hapter II).
3) D erivation of th e  local version of th e  G elfand-Levitan equations using th e  BC 
approach (C hap ter III).
4) New convergence resu lt for th e  spectral representation  of th e  response function 
and A —am plitude (C hap ter III).
The m ain results of th e  thesis were presented at: Conference on O perato r Theory, 
A nalysis and  M athem atical Physics (O TA M P), Lund, Sweden 2006; Petrovskii Con­
ference (22-d m eeting) Differential equations and rela ted  topics, Moscow S ta te  Uni­
versity, Moscow, Russia, 2007; ESF M athem atical Conference on O perato r Theory, 
Analysis and  M athem atical Physics, Poland, Bedlewo, 2008; Colloquium s D epart­
m ent of M athem atical Sciences, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Spring 2006, Spring 
2007, Spring 2008; Colloquium  University of Tennessee, Knoxville, January  2009; V.I. 
Smirnov Sem inar on M athem atical Physics a t V.A. Steklov M athem atical Institu te , 
S t.-Petersburg , Russia, M ay 2009, and are published or subm itted  for publishing in 
[13, 14, 15].
6C h a p te r  1
C o n tr o l la b i l i ty  o f  p a r t i a l  d if fe re n tia l  e q u a t io n s  o n  g ra p h s
1.1 I n t r o d u c t io n .
C ontrollability  problem s for m ulti-link flexible s truc tu res or, in o ther words, for the 
wave and beam  equations on graphs were the  subject of extensive investigations of 
m any m athem atic ians (see, e.g. the  review paper [2] and references therein). Lagnese, 
Leugering, and  Schm idt in [61, 62] used the  m ethod of energy estim ates together w ith 
the H ilbert U niqueness M ethod to  show th a t th e  exact controllability  can be achieved 
in optim al tim e for tree-like graphs consisted of hom ogeneous strings, when all bu t 
one exterior nodes axe controlled. Independently  A vdonin and  Ivanov [8 , Ch. VII] 
applied th e  m ethod  of m om ents and  the  theory  of vector-valued exponentials to  study 
controllability problem s on graphs for the wave equation. T he au thors have proved 
the exact controllability  in the  optim al tim e for th e  wave equation  on the  star-shaped 
graph of non-hom ogeneous strings. Belishev in [22, 23] using the  propagation of 
singularities m ethod  obtained  resu lt on boundary  controllability  for a tree of non- 
homogeneous strings w ith  respect to  the  first com ponent (the shape) of the com plete 
state.
The resu lts on exact controllability fail as soon as cycles occur w ithin the  network, 
even if all nodes (including the  interior nodes) axe sub jected  to  control. The reason 
for th is effect is th a t  eigenfunctions vanishing on certain  edges can occur (see e.g. [8, 
Sec. V II.1]). However, th e  spectral controllability m ay be re ta ined  for m any graphs 
w ith cycles (see [8 , Ch. VII], [44, 62] for details). In [69] for th e  tree of homogeneous 
v ibrating  strings, th e  au thors prove the  exact controllability  for some special class of 
in itia l/final d a ta . M any interesting results on spectral controllability  are obtained in
[44]-
In th is chap ter we prove the  result on the  exact controllability  for the  wave equa­
tion on a  tree-like graph  of non-homogeneous strings for controls acting through 
Dirichlet conditions applied to  all or all bu t one boundary  vertices. O ur result gener­
alizes the  ones from [8] and  [62], Using the  controllability  of th e  wave equation and 
results from [8 , 73, 74, 80], we prove also the  null controllability  of the  parabolic and 
exact controllability  of the  Schrodinger equations on trees.
7C ontrollability  problem s for partia l differential equations on graphs have m any 
im portan t applications. T hey are also rela ted  to  inverse problem s on graphs [9, 22, 35] 
and to  harm onic analysis [8 , Ch. VII]. In th is chapter we use some known and 
prove several new results describing connections between controllability  of d istribu ted  
param eter system s and properties of exponential families.
1 .2  S ta t e m e n t  o f  t h e  p ro b le m s  a n d  m a in  r e s u l t s .
Let be a finite connected com pact graph w ithout cycles (a tree). T he graph consists 
of edges E  =  { e i , . . . ,  e^ }  connected a t the  vertices V  =  { v i . . . ,  u^+i}- Every edge 
ej £ E  is identified w ith an interval (a,2j - i , a2j ) of th e  real line. T he edges are 
connected a t the  vertices Vj which can be considered as equivalence classes of the  
edge end poin ts {a 5-}. The boundary  T =  {71, . . .  , 7m} of is a  set of vertices having 
m ultiplicity one (the exterior nodes). We suppose th a t th e  graph  is equipped w ith  
the  density
p(x)  ^  const > 0 ,  1 6  fi\V , p £  C'1(eJ-), j  =  1 . . . ,  N. (L2.1)
All the  resu lts of th is  paper are valid also for piecewise continuously differentiable 
functions p, because discontinuity  of p or its derivative in th e  interior an  edge is 
equivalent to  the  addition  of an  inner vertex of m ultiplicity  two (see the  com patibility  
conditions (1.2.3), (1.2.4) below).
Since the graph  under consideration is a  tree, for every a,b £  Q, a ^  b, there exist 
the  unique p a th  7r[a,6] connecting these points. The density  determ ines the  optical 
m etric and  th e  optical distance
d a 2 :=  p (x )\dx \2, x £ Q \V,  
a(a ,b) =  J  \Jp{x)\dx \,  a , b £ Q ,
7 r (a ,  b\
The optical d iam eter of the  graph is defined as
d(Q) =  m ax <j(a,b).
a,ber
The graph  Q and th e  optical m etric determ ine the  metric graph denoted by {fl, p}. 
For a  rigorous definition of th e  m etric graph see, e.g. [55, 58, 59, 72, 77]. The space
8of real valued functions on the  graph, square integrable w ith  th e  weight p is denoted 
by L 2lP(n ).
1 .2 .1  D ir ic h le t  s p e c t r a l  p ro b le m .
Let dw (a j)  denotes th e  derivative of w  a t the  vertex a,j taken  along th e  corresponding 
edge in the  d irection tow ard th e  vertex. We associate th e  following spectral problem  
to  the  tree:
1 d2w  , . „ _
—  T T  =  Aw, (L 2 -2)p dx*
w  G C7(n), (1.2.3)
dw(a,j) = 0  for v  G V \ r ,  (1-2.4)
w  =  0 on T. (1.2.5)
The condition (1.2.4) is also know n as the  Kirchhoff rule, represent the  conservation 
of flow trough  th e  vertex. In different situations it could m ean th e  conservation of 
charge, energy, etc.
It is well-known fact (for general com pact graphs, see [37, 72, 84]) th a t the  problem
(1.2.2)—(1.2.5) has a  d iscrete spectrum  of eigenvalues 0 <  Ai ^  Ai ^  A2 . . . ,  A*, —> +oo 
and corresponding eigenfunctions 4>i,(j)2, ■ ■ ■ can be chosen so th a t  {<;i>k forms an 
orthonorm al basis in Id :=  Z/2,p(fI):
(<A> 4>j)n =  4>i{x)(j)j (x)p(x)  dx =  3l j .
Jn
Set Xk(l)  =  dcj)k(7 ), 7  G T. Let a k be the m -dim ensional colum n vector defined as
= co1 ( v f  )7Sr ■
D e fin it io n  1 . The set of pairs
{A t.o*}” , ( 1.2.6)
is called the Dirichlet spectral data of the tree { fl,p} .
91 .2 .2  I n i t ia l  b o u n d a r y  v a lu e  p ro b le m s . C o n tr o l  f ro m  t h e  w h o le  b o u n d a ry .
We associate th ree  dynam ical system s, described correspondingly by th e  wave, heat 
and Schrodinger equations, to  the  tree {fl,p} . T he first one has th e  form:
put t - u xx =  0 in Q \V  x  [0 ,T], (1-2.7)
u\t=o =  ut \t=o =  0 , (1.2.8)
u ( - , t ) satisfies (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) for all t  G [0,T], (1.2.9)
u =  f  on T x [0 ,T ]. ( 1.2.10)
Here T  >  0, /  =  / ( 7 , t ) ,  7  G T, is the  D irichlet boundary  control which belongs to
=  Z>2([0, 7"]; Mm). The inner p roduct in is defined by
m „T
( / ,  9 )?r = ^ 2  t) dt.
2 = 1
Let D'(Q) be th e  set of d istributions over th e  tree. We in troduce the  space
The initial boundary  value problem  (1.2.T)—(1.2.10) has a classical solution if 
/  G C 2([0,T ],M m). In our case when /  e  the solution to  (1.2.T)—(1.2.10) is 
understood in weak (d istribu tional sense). It can be proved (see [8, 35, 44, 62]) th a t 
the  solution u f  satisfies the inclusion
uf  e  C ([0 ,T ];7 f) n C ^ O j T ] ; ^ ) .
This m eans th a t  u (-,t)  e  7i ,  ut ( - , t) e  7Y_i for all t  G [0,T], and bo th  functions 
are continuous w ith  respect to  t  in corresponding norms. In o ther words, the s ta te  
of the dynam ical system  (1.2.7)—(1.2.10) (u (- ,t) , ?/*(•, t))  is a  po in t of 77 x 77_i, and 
the  tra jec to ry  of th e  system  is a  continuous curve in th e  s ta te  space 77 x 77_i. This 
regularity  resu lt is sharp , see [8].
One of th e  m ain resu lts of the  present paper dem onstrates the  exact controllability 
of the  system  (1.2.7)—(1.2.10).
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T h e o r e m  1. For arbitrary state {a ,b }  G H x H - i ,  there exists such a control function  
/ ( 7 , i )  G J-y with T  =  d(f7), that solution of the initial boundary value problem
(1.2.7)-(1.2.10) satisfies the equalities u f(- ,T )  =  a, u {( - ,T )  =  b.
A nother system  we associate to  the graph {f2, p } is
put — uxx — 0 in f2\V  x [0 , r], ( 1.2.11)
u \t=0 =  a, ( 1.2.12)
u(-,t)  satisfies (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) for all t  G [0, r], (1.2.13)
u =  f  o n T x  [0 ,r], (1.2.14)
where r  >  0, /  G T f  and a G F t- 1 .
It is known (see e.g. [8 , 38, 61]), th a t the  solution u* of th e  system  (1.2.11)—(1.2.14) 
satisfies th e  inclusion
For the  parabolic-type dynam ical system s various types of controllability  are con­
sidered in the  lite ra tu re  (see [8, 62]). The following resu lt dem onstrates the null 
controllability of the  system  (1.2.11)-(1.2.14).
T h e o re m  2. For arbitrary given state a G H - 1 and for  arbitrary time interval [0, r], 
r  >  0, there exists a control f  G F f  such that the solution of the initial boundary 
value problem (1 .2 .11) - ( 1 .2 .14) satisfies the equality =  0 .
T he Schrodinger equation  can also be associated to  the  graph {17,p}:
put +  iuxx =  0 in n \ V  x  [0,r] , (1.2.15)
u \t=0 =  a, (1.2.16)
u(- , t )  satisfies (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) for all t  G [0, r] , (1.2.17)
u =  f  on T x [0, r] , (1.2.18)
where /  =  / ( 7 ,t )  G a G H - 1 - It is known (see, e.g. [10, 86]) th a t solution 
u f ( x , t ) of (1.2.15)—(1.2.18) satisfies th e  inclusion
uf  G C ([0 ,T ];f t_ !) .
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For the  dynam ical system  governed by the Schrodinger equation  (1.2.15)—(1.2.18) 
the following resu lt on the exact controllability holds. (Due to  tim e reversibility, the 
exact and  null controllability  are equivalent for the  Schrodinger equation.)
T h e o re m  3. For arbitrary initial state a e  7 i-1 and for  arbitrary time interval [0, r\,  
r  >  0 , there exists such a control f  6  T f  that the solution to the initial boundary 
value problem (1 .2.15)-(1.2 .18) satisfies the equality u* ( - ,r )  =  0.
1 .2 .3  I n i t i a l  b o u n d a r y  v a lu e  p ro b le m s . C o n tr o l  f ro m  a  p a r t  o f  t h e  b o u n d ­
a ry .
In the case w hen th e  graph is controlled from the  whole boundary  b u t contains cycles, 
the system  (1.2.7)-(1.2.10) is not exactly  controllable (see, e.g. [8 , Sec. V II.1]). 
Similarly, if th e  graph  is a tree, b u t the system  is no t controlled a t two or more 
boundary po in ts (the D irichlet condition u =  0 is im posed there), the Theorem  1 
fails; th e  corresponding exam ple (in the  case of homogeneous strings) is given in 
[44, Sec. 6.3] (see also [2]). Suppose th a t the  graph is not controlled a t one of the 
boundary  points, say . T hen one can in troduce the  length of th e  longest p a th  from 
7 i to  the  rest of th e  boundary  Ti =  T \  {71}:
di{  7 i . f i )  =  m a x  r  ( 7 ! ,  7 ) .
The boundary  conditions for th e  system  (1.2.7)-(1.2.9) have th e  form:
«(7i>*) =  °» “ (7*,*) =  f(nti,t), i =  2 , . . . , N ,  (1.2.19)
where /  6  =  L2QO,T];Mm_1). In th is situa tion  th e  analog of Theorem  1 holds
true:
T h e o re m  4. For arbitrary state {a, b} E 7i x 7 i- 1 there exists such a control function 
/ ( 7 , t) 6  !Fy with T  =  2d i(7 i ,f i )  that the solution of the initial boundary value 
problem (1 .2 .7)-(1 .2 .9), (1.2.19) satisfies the equalities u f ( - ,T)  =  a , u{ ( - , T)  =  b.
For th e  parabolic  and Schrodinger type system s (1.2.11)—(1.2.13), (1.2.15)—(1.2.18), 
we can also consider th e  problem  of the controllability from  th e  p a r t of th e  boundary,
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i.e., we add th e  boundary  conditions (1.2.19) to  the  initial-value problem  (1.2.11)- 
(1.2.13) and to  th e  problem  (1.2.15)—(1.2.17). In th is case one can prove the  analogs 
of Theorem s 2 and  3:
T h e o r e m  5. For arbitrary given state a e  H - 1 and for  arbitrary time interval [0, r], 
r  >  0, there exists such a control f  e  T f  that the solution of the initial boundary 
value problem (1.2.11)-(1.2.13), (1.2.19) satisfies the equality uf  (•, r )  =  0.
T h e o r e m  6 . For arbitrary initial state a e  H - i  and fo r  arbitrary time interval [0, r], 
r  >  0 , there exists such a control f  e  that the solution of the initial boundary 
value problem (1.2.15)-(1.2.17),  (1.2.19) satisfies the equality uf ( - , r )  =  0.
1 .3  A u x i l ia ry  r e s u l t s .
In [22]—[35] th e  following result concerning th e  controllability  w ith  respect to  the 
first com ponent (the shape) of th e  com plete s ta te  { u , u t } of th e  dynam ical system
(1.2.7)-(1.2.10) has been proved:
T h e o re m  7. Let  T  =  d{Fl)/2,  then for  arbitrary a e  H  there exists such a control 
/ ( 7 ,t )  e  F'f that the solution of the initial boundary value problem (1.2.7)-(1.2.10)  
satisfies the equality u f ( x , T)  =  a(x).
In o ther words, th e  system  (1.2.7)-(1.2.10) is controllable w ith  respect to  the  shape 
for th e  tim e equal to  the  half optical diam eter of th e  graph. N ote th a t  in general such 
a control is not unique.
To prove Theorem  7 the  propagation  of singularities m ethod has been used and 
th e  controllability  was reduced to  solvability of the V olterra type  equation. It was 
supposed in [22]—[35] th a t p e  C 2 on all edges, however, the  m ethod works for p €  C 1 
as well. T he sam e technique can be applied to  obtain  th e  resu lt on the  controllability 
of th e  system  (1.2.7)-(1.2.10) w ith  respect to  the  second com ponent (the velocity) of 
the  com plete state:
P r o p o s i t io n  1. I f T  =  d(Q) /2 then fo r  arbitrary b e  H - i ,  there exists such a control 
/ ( 7 ,t )  e  F 'f , that the solution of the initial boundary value problem (1.2.7)-(1.2.10)  
satisfies the equality u { ( x , T)  =  b(x).
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In the  following tw o propositions we consider th e  case of boundary  condition
(1.2.19) for th e  system  (1 .2 .7 )-(1 .2 .9 ). The proof of th e  first proposition can be 
ex tracted  from th e  proof of T heorem  7 [35, Sec. 2], Let us in troduce the  ‘optical
center’ of th e  graph  Q,  i.e., such a  point £ e  D, th a t m a x r ( £ ,7 ) =  d(Q) / 2 =  T.  Since7er
D is a  tree, the re  can be only one optical center. Suppose th a t th e  final s ta te  a(x)  
is supported  in such a  subtree fh  C D th a t £ ^  fh - As it was shown in [22]—[35], 
to  solve th e  control problem  one need to  use controls supported  on th e  p a rt of the 
boundary of th e  graph  Q which is th e  boundary  of fh - In o ther words, it is possible 
to  construct such a  control /  e  Tfi. th a t u^(T,x)  =  a(x)  and  / ( 7 , t) =  0 for 7  ^  fh- 
The au thors offers th e  explicit procedure of th e  construction  of such a  control. If 
instead of th e  ‘optical cen ter’ of the  graph  we take a  boundary  point 71 where the 
homogeneous D irichlet condition u (7 1?t) =  0 is im posed, we come to  th e  following 
statem ents:
P r o p o s i t io n  2. If T  =  d fi71, D), then for  arbitrary a e  H , there exists such a 
control f  e  that the solution of the boundary value problem (1.2.7)-(1.2.9),
(1.2.19) satisfies the equality u^(x, T)  =  a(x).
The sam e resu lt holds true  for the  controllability w ith  respect to  the  velocity:
P r o p o s i t io n  3. I f T  =  d1(7 1,D ) then for arbitrary b €  7Y_1; there exists such a con­
trol f  e  T rfi1 that the solution of the boundary value problem (1.2.7)-(1.2 .9), (1.2.19) 
satisfies the equality u{ ( x , T)  =  b{x).
1 .4  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1.
We begin w ith  th e  reducing th e  problem  of controllability  of th e  dynam ical system
(1.2.7)—(1.2.10) to  th e  m om ent problem  in T'fi. Solving th e  in itial boundary  value 
problem  (1 .2 .7 )-(1 .2 .10 ) by the  Fourier m ethod and looking for th e  solution in the 
form
OO
uf { x , t ) =  J ^ c fk{t)fik(x), (1.4.1)
k=l
we get th e  expression for th e  coefficients:
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Suppose th a t  we are given the  final s ta te  {a , b} G 71 x 7 i_ i a t t =  T,  where the 
functions a(x),  b(x) have the  expansions
OO OO
a(x) =  y ^ a k(j)k{x), b(x) =  'Y^bkcj)k{x),
k= 1 k= 1
for some { a * ,} ^  G h  and { - 7! = } ^  g  h-  Then for an unknown control /  G F y , the  
following m om ent equalities should hold at tim e t =  T:
ak =  cfk( T ) =  f sm \ / % ( T  -  s )ds ,  k G N, (1-4.2)
7gr V^fc Jo
=  =  I T  [  c o s y /^k (T  -  s ) f ( - f , s ) ds ,  k G N. (1.4.3)
V^fc v^fc 7gr v^fc 7o
Using E uler form ulas for exponentials, we rew rite (1.4.2), (1.4.3) as
4 =  ± i a k =  Y ]  [  e±<v^(T-«)^(7? s ) fc G N. (1.4.4)
v-^fc 76r v-^fc 7o
D e f in it io n  2. We call the moment problem (1-4.4) solvable (and / ( y ,  t) a solution of 
the moment problem) in the time interval [0 ,T] if, for  arbitrary {a,k}%>=1, { -^= }£ li G 
I2, there exist such a function f  G F)f that equalities (1-4.4) hold.
We em phasize th a t th e  solvability of the  m om ent problem  (1-4.4) in the tim e 
interval [0, T\ for some T  >  0 is equivalent to  the  controllability  of the dynam ical 
system  (1.2.7)—(1.2.10) in the sense of Theorem  1 in th e  sam e tim e interval. This is 
a  basic s ta tem en t of the  m ethod of m om ents (see, e.g. [8 , Ch. Ill], [80]).
We need a  couple of definitions concerning vector families in a rb itra ry  H ilbert 
space.
D e f in it io n  3. The family  {£jk}£li in a Hilbert space H  is called a Riesz basis, if  it 
is an image of an orthonormal basis under the action of some linear isomorphism  
(bounded and boundedly invertible operator).
D e fin it io n  4. The family in a Hilbert space H  is called an C-basis, if  it is a
Riesz basis in the closure of the linear span of the family.
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The resu lt on th e  controllability form ulated in T heorem  7 implies the  solvability 
of the  m om ent problem  (1.4.2) for T  =  d(Q) / 2  for every { a fc } ^ . The controllability 
result form ulated in Proposition  1 implies th e  solvability of th e  m om ent problem
(1.4.3) for T  =  d{Q) / 2 for every { -^ = } ^ =1 e  h- O ur goal is to  show th a t the  solvability 
of th e  m om ent problem s (1.4.2) and (1.4.3) for T  =  d(f l ) / 2  implies the  solvability of 
the  m om ent problem  (1.4.4) for T  =  d(fl).  Let us pu t T„ =  d{£l) /2 and introduce the 
families of vector valued functions
Sk(t) =  a k sin y/ \ *£, Ck(t) =  a k cos y / % t ,  k G N.
According to  Theorem  III.3.3 of [8] the  solvability of th e  m om ent problem s (1.4.2) 
and (1.4.3) m eans th a t th e  families {<S'fc(t)} ^ =1 and {C 't(£)}^l1 form £ -bases in L2{[0, T,]; Mrn). 
Let us in troduce subspaces of L2([0, T,]; Mm):
Ho =  V w o j & i .
where \ f  denotes th e  closure of th e  linear span of a family. We extend th e  functions 
from S 0 to  the  interval [—T„, 0) in th e  odd way:
p i t )  s , T* ^  t  ^  T*, p  G ,
I t  <  0,
and the  functions from S e —  in the  even way:
<p { t) \  7* ^  t  ^  p  G .
[ p ( —t),  t  <  0 ,
Let us denote the  spaces of extended functions by E 0 and E e and notice th a t the 
extended families {‘S'fc(£)}fc‘L1 and {C'fc(£)}^=1 are Riesz bases in E 0 and £ e corre­
spondingly. T he orthogonality  of th e  spaces H0 and He implies th a t the  union
{&(*)£, U&wKL..
forms a  Riesz basis in E0 © H e C Z/2 ([—T*, T*]; R m) . In troducing  functions
E ± k(t) =  C k{t) ±  i Sk(t) =  a ke±i^ t , k e  N, (1.4.5)
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we see th a t  the  set {E±k}kcN forms an £ -basis in L2([—T ^ T ,]; C m). Shifting the 
argum ent, we come to  th e  conclusion th a t the  same fam ily forms an £-basis in 
L2([0,2T*]; C m). T hen  according to  Theorem  III.3.3 of [8], the  m om ent problem
(1.4.4) is solvable for tim e T  =  2T» =  d(f2). As we have already noticed, th is implies 
the exact controllability  of (1.2.7)—(1.2.10) in the  tim e interval [0,d(O)]. Theorem  1 
is proved.
The proof of T heorem  4 is analogous to  the  previous one. We set a'k to  be the 
(m — l)-dim ensional colum n vector defined as
There natu ra lly  arise th e  families of vector functions in Z/2( [0,7\]; Mm : ) w ith T\ =
One should perform  th e  sam e procedure (using Propositions 2 and  3 instead of Theo­
rem  7 and  P roposition  1) as in the  proof of Theorem  1, construct the  family of vector 
exponentials
In th e  proofs of Theorem s 1 and 4 we have got im p o rtan t results which are of 
independent in terest in Function Theory.
P r o p o s i t io n  4. The family { E ±k} k€N (see (1.4.5),) constructed using the Dirichlet 
spectral data  (1.2.6) is an C-basis in L2([0, d(fi)]; C m).
spectral data ( 1.2 .6), (1.4.6) is an C-basis in T 2([0,27\]; C m : ) fo r T \  =  d i ^ i ,  fi).
I t seems to  be very difficult to  ob tain  these resu lts w ithou t using the  control 
theoretic approach.
(1.4.6)
Sl ( t )  =  a k sin y/Xkt,  C \ { t ) =  a k cos y/Xkt,  k 6  N.
and use th e  connection between controllability and vector exponentials ([8], Theorem  
III.3.3).
Suppose th a t  we pick arb itra ry  boundary  point of th e  graph (we keep the  no ta tion  
for it), then  we get
P r o p o s i t io n  5. The family { E ±k}fceN (see (1.4.7),) constructed using the Dirichlet
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1.5  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.
Looking for th e  solution of (1.2.11)—(1.2.14) in th e  form (1.4.1) for the fixed initial 
s ta te  a e  TL-i w ith  th e  expansion
a(x) =  ^ 2 ak<i>k(x), (1.5.1)
k=1
we come to  th e  following formulas for the  coefficients:
cfk( t) =  ake~Xkt +  ^ ( 7 ) /  e-Afc(t-s)/ ( 7 , s) ds.
7er •'°
Solving th e  control problem  associated w ith (1.2.11)—(1.2.14) in the  tim e interval 
[0,t] ,  we need th e  equation c[ ( t ) =  0, k e  N to  be satisfied. This leads to  the 
following m om ent problem
0 =  ~ ^ = e - AfcT +  V  f  e- Xk{T- s)f ( j , s ) d s , h e  N. (1.5.2)
V * k  7 g r  V - ^ f c  Jo
D e f in it io n  5. The moment problem (1.5.2) is solvable in the time interval [0, r] for  
some t  >  0 if and only if, fo r  arbitmry  j £  h, there exists f  £  J-f such that 
equalities (1.5.2) hold.
N ote th a t  solvability of the  m om ent problem  (1.5.2) is equivalent to  th e  null 
controllability of th e  dynam ical system  (1.2.11)—(1.2.14).
D e f in it io n  6 . The family in a Hilbert space H  is called minimal if, fo r  every
k e  N, element £k does not belong to the closure of the linear span of the remaining
elements.
A nother equivalent characteristic of th e  m inim al family in a H ilbert space
H  w ith  th e  scalar p roduct <  >  is the  existence of th e  bi-orthogonal family
{&})£=! C H  such th a t
<'  '> =  &k,ni k, Tl £  N.
It is well known, th a t if a  vector family is an £ -basis in H,  it is m inim al in H. 
P roposition  4 s ta tes  th a t th e  ‘hyperbolic’ family { E ±k}ken defined by (1.4.5) forms 
an £ -basis in L 2([0, rf(fl)]; C m). Let us denote by {E'±k} ken th e  family bi-orthogonal
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to  {E±k}kzN-  T here are connections between the  ‘hyperbolic’ family (1.4.5) and the  
‘parabo lic’ one,
{<2fe}r=i> Qk(t) =  a ke~Xkt, k e  N, (1.5.3)
first established by D.L. Russell [80]. We use his resu lt in a  slightly more general 
form, form ulated in T heorem  II.5.20 of [8], from which it follows th a t  the  ‘parabolic’ 
family { Q fc } ^  is m inim al in Z,2([0 , t ] ,C m) f°r every r  >  0 and  for th e  m em bers of 
the  ‘parabo lic’ bi-orthogonal family {QIt}^=i the  following estim ates hold:
IIQfcllMlo.d.C"1) ^  t 7 ( r ) | | ^ | |L2([0id(n)],c-)e^v/i ^ i ) k e  N, (1.5.4)
w ith positive constan ts C ( t ) and  /3.
To prove T heorem  2, one needs to  show the  solvability of th e  m om ent problem
(1.5.2) which can be rew ritten  as
— 7?=e_A'cT =  “7 ^  /  e~Afct/ ( T T -  t ) d t ,  k e  N,
or, shortly, as
- - =  (Qk, n „ ,  t e N ,  (1.5.5)
V Afe 1
where f T('y,t) =  / ( 7 , r  — t). One can check th a t a  formal solution of (1.5.5) has the 
form OO
fe=i
E stim ates (1.5.4) im ply th a t f T('y,t) defined by (1.5.6), belongs to  T f  and therefore, 
the  m om ent problem  (1.5.2) is solvable. This com pletes th e  proof of Theorem  2.
T he proof of T heorem  5 is similar. The corresponding fam ily of exponentials th a t 
arise while reducing th e  control problem  to  the m om ent problem  has the form:
{ O i C i ,  Ql(t) = a't e -A*‘ fcsN. (1.5.7)
We conclude th is section w ith  results abou t families of vector exponentials th a t 
natu ra lly  appeared  in th e  proofs.
P r o p o s i t io n  6 . The family (see (1-5.3)^ constructed using the Dirichlet
spectral data (1.2.6) is minimal in L2([0,T ] ;C m) fo r  any T  >  0.
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Suppose th a t  we pick arb itra ry  boundary  point of th e  graph  (we keep the  no ta tion  
71 for it), then  th e  following sta tem en t is true.
P r o p o s i t io n  7. The family  {Qfc}fcli (see (1.5.7)  ^ constructed using the Dirichlet 
spectral data ( 1.2 .6), (1.4.6) is minimal in L 2([0, T]; C m_1) for  any T  >  0.
We em phasize th a t  an independent proof of P ropositions 6, 7 w ithout using the 
control theoretic  approach would be very difficult.
1 .6  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3.
To prove Theorem  3 we use the  scheme proposed in [73]. We reform ulate the  ini­
tial boundary  value problem s (1.2.7)—(1.2.10) and  (1.2.15)—(1.2.18) in the  operator 
form. R esults concerning the  dependance of solutions to  system s dual to  (1 .2 .7)-
(1.2.10), (1.2.15)—(1.2.18) on the  initial d a ta , allow us to  use the  Theorem  3.1 of 
[73] th a t  derives th e  exact controllability of the  first-order system  (1.2.15)—(1.2.18) in 
the  a rb itra ry  tim e interval from th e  exact controllability of th e  second-order system
(1.2.7)—(1.2 .10) in some tim e interval.
Let us in troduce the  operator A =  in H0 := H  =  L2, P(^ ) . If the density
p satisfies (1.2.1), th e  operator A  is self-adjoint, positive definite and boundedly 
invertible w ith  th e  dom ain
D( A)  =  {a e  H 0, a |ei e  a satisfies (1.2.3), (1.2.4)), a |r  =  0} .
This operato r defines the  scale Hp, p € Z, of H ilbert spaces. For p  >  0, integer, 
Hp =  D(A%)  w ith  th e  norm  ||x ||p =  ||>12re||, H_p is dual to  H p w ith  respect to  the 
scalar p roduct in H 0. A nother characterization of H^P(Q)  is th a t it is th e  com pletion 
of H0 w ith  respect to  th e  norm  | | r c [ ] =  ||A _ 2;r||. By A! we denote the  operator 
dual to  A: it is th e  extension of A  to  L/_ 2 w ith  the  dom ain Ho. Let Y  =  Mm and 
C  : H 2 1—> Y  be defined by:
Ca =  col (da(7 ))7er •
Let the  operato r B  : Y  1—> H _ 2 be dual to  C. In th is no ta tions we can rew rite the 
dynam ical system  (1.2.15)—(1.2.18) as
ut (t) — iA'u(t) =  Bf ( t ) ,  m(0) =  a G H0. (1.6.1)
T he dual observation system  w ith  o u tp u t function y  is defined by
ut (t) — iAu( t )  =  0, u ( 0 ) = u q E H q, y(t )  =  Cu(t ) .  (1.6.2)
T he sm oothness of the  solution of (1.6.2) (see [10] for th e  case of one interval) guar­
antees th a t for the  observation operato r Cs : u0 i—> y ( t ) the  following estim ate holds:
IlC^oH.^ ^  •KT||wo||//0> uo £  H i  (1.6.3)
w ith  K t  >  0 .
System  (1.2.7)—(1.2.10) can be rew ritten  as
utt(t) +  A'u(t) =  Bf { t ) ,  u (0) =  0, m*(0) =  0. (1.6.4)
The dual observation system  w ith  th e  o u tp u t function z  has th e  form
utt(t) +  Au( t )  =  0, u(0) =  uo €. Hi ,  ut (0) =  Ui G H0, z( t )  =  Cu(t) .
T he observation operato r Cw : {ti0)u i} l—^ z (t),  satisfies th e  estim ate:
\Cw{uo,Ui}\\fT ^  K^(\\uo\\Hl +  | |ui | |h0) ( l 6 -5)
w ith K f  >  0 (see [64]). Now we can use Theorem  3.1 of [73], which says th a t if 
the  dynam ical system  (1.6.4) is exactly controllable in some tim e interval (in our 
case it is controllable in the  tim e interval (0 ,d (f2)), then  th e  system  (1.6 .1) is exactly 
controllable in any tim e interval, provided observation operators satisfy inequalities
(1.6.3), (1.6.5). T his com pletes the  proof of Theorem  3.
R e m a r k  1 . The proof of Theorem 6 is similar, one should refer to Theorem 4 .for 
the controllability of the corresponding second order dynamical system.
Looking for th e  solution of (1.2.15)—(1.2.18) in the  form (1.4.1) for the  fixed initial 
s ta te  a G H - i  w ith  th e  expansion (1.5.1), we come to  th e  following formulas for the 
coefficients:
Cl
J  I N " '  f / - ,  „ \
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Solving the  control problem  associated w ith  (1.2.15)—(1.2.18) in the  tim e interval 
[0 , t ] ,  we ob ta in  the  following m om ent problem
Theorem  3 implies th a t the  m om ent problem  (1.6.6) is solvable for any  r  >  0. Using
constructed using the Dirichlet spectral data (1.2.6) is an C-basis in L2([0 ,r ] ;C m) for  
any r  >  0 .
Picking a rb itra ry  boundary  poin t of the  graph (we keep the  no ta tion  for it) 
and using Theorem  6 , we get
C o ro l la ry  2. The family
k €  N. ( 1.6 .6)
Theorem  III .3.3 of [8] we deduce the  result abou t fam ily of vector valued exponentials 
th a t appeared in the  m om ent problem  (1.6 .6 ).
C o ro l la ry  1 . The family
{ D k}™= i ,  D k(t) =  a kea ^, k e N ,
constructed using the Dirichlet spectral data (1.2.6), (1-4-6) is an C-basis in L2([0, r]; C m x) 
for  any r  >  0 .
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Chapter 2
O n  a n  in v e rs e  p ro b le m  fo r t r e e - l ik e  n e tw o rk s  o f  e la s t ic  s t r in g s
2.1  I n t r o d u c t io n .
In m any problem s in science and  engineering network-like structu res play a fundam en­
ta l role. T he m ost classical area of applications consists of flexible structu res m ade of 
strings, beam s, cable and stru ts . Bridges, space-structures, antennas, transm ission- 
line posts, steel-grid s truc tu res as reinforcem ents of buildings and  o ther projects in 
civil engineering. See Lagnese, Leugering and Schm idt [62] for an  account of m ulti­
link structu res. More recently applications also on a much sm aller scale came into 
focus. In p articu la r hierarchical m aterials like ceram ic or m etallic foams, percolation 
networks and  even carbon nano-tubes have a ttrac ted  much a tten tion . In the  la tte r  
context, the  problem  is understood as a  quantum -tree-problem . See, e.g. Kuch- 
m ent [58], K ostrykin  and  Schrader [55], A vdonin and K urasov [9], In all of these 
areas the  topology of the  underlying networks or graphs plays a  dom inant role. The 
understanding  of th e  influence of the  local topology and  physical param eters, say a t 
a  given branching poin t, on the  global mechanical or scattering  properties is crucial 
in th is area. Failure detection in mechanical m ulti-link structu res by non-invasive 
m ethods as well as topological and  m aterial sensitivities w ith respect to  an observer 
play an im p o rtan t role. G aining th is understanding  is the  central focus of th is paper. 
U ndoubtedly, the  inverse problem  for mechanical s tru c tu ra l elem ents like m em branes 
and  p la tes has been discussed in the  literature. T he fam ous question by K ac [52]: 
“can one hear th e  shape of a  d rum ” in itia ted  m ajor research in th is  direction. This 
question has been repeated  in the  litera tu re  regarding o ther s tructu res, also for string- 
networks on a  tree by Belishev and Vakulenko [23, 35], Brown and  W eikard [40], and 
A vdonin and  K urasov [9]. However, in th a t  work strings have been considered as 
deflecting ou t of th e  plane ra th e r th an  in th e  plane. T he im po rtan t and in fact cru­
cial difference is th a t such networks are insensitive for th e  geom etry of the graph in 
the  sense th a t  th e  coupling conditions do not reflect the  angles a t which the strings 
are ‘g lued’ together. Only in the case of in-plane m otion are th e  coupling conditions 
dependent on th e  local geom etry of the m ultiple joints. T his observation is even more 
relevant for networks containing beam s, a  case th a t is sub ject to  curren t investigation.
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In a more ab strac t setting , where also electrom agnetic or quan tum  effects are consid­
ered on graphs, one observes th a t such an in-plane m odeling involves m ulti-channel 
and m ulti-velocity models for wave propagation in th in  structu res.
Tackling inverse problem s involves th e  understanding  Steklov-Poincare operators 
ju s t as in th e  case of dom ain decom position. Such operato rs for problem s on graphs 
have been investigated in Lagnese and  Leugering [60]. Scattering  m atrices, indeed the  
Tichm arsh-W eyl function for in-plane-networks of strings, a t th a t  tim e called echo- 
analysis, have been investigated in Leugering [67]. In particu la r, th e  understanding  
of controllability p roperties of the  underlying structu res is crucial for a  dynam ic, and 
indeed real-tim e, detection  of physical and geom etrical p roperties. Again, exact con­
trollability  of networks of strings bo th  in the  out-of-the-plane and  th e  more im portan t 
in-plane mode has been investigated by Lagnese, Leugering and  Schm idt [63, 61, 62], 
and by A vdonin and  Ivanov [8], see also [2, 13]. T here it has been shown th a t under 
generic assum ptions, controllability of a rooted tree holds by controls a t the  leaves. 
Later Leugering and  Zuazua [69] showed th a t under more refined assum ptions on 
the  natu re  of th e  out-of-the-plane string-tree exact controllability  in refined spaces 
was even possible when th e  root was controlled only. T his research has been ex­
tended considerably in D ager and  Zuazua [44], As it tu rn ed  ou t in Belishev and 
Vakulenko [23, 35], A vdonin and  K urasov [9] exact controllability  of b o th  the  s ta te  
and th e  velocity appeared  too  dem anding. Indeed, the ir ‘boundary-contro l-approach’ 
is based on controllability  of the  sta te  only. The work on inverse problem s by the 
way of the  boundary-control-approach has by now becom e a m ajor tool. The current 
paper is no exception in th a t  direction. For inverse spectra l problem s on graphs see 
also the  works of Freiling and Yurko [45, 87].
2 .2  F o rw a rd  d y n a m ic a l  a n d  s p e c t r a l  p ro b le m s  fo r  t h e  tw o -v e lo c ity  s y s te m  
o n  t h e  t r e e .
Let Q be a  finite connected com pact p lanar graph  w ithou t cycles, i.e. a  tree. The 
graph consists of edges E  =  { e i , . . . ,e jv }  =  {e^|z 6  X}, where X :=  {1 
connected a t th e  vertices (nodes) V  =  { u i . . .  , Uat+1} (see F igure 2.1).
Every edge e* £  E  is identified w ith an interval [/?2i - i 5 @2i\ of th e  real line. T he
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Figure 2.1: T he tree
Figure 2.2: R epresen tation  of p lanar displacem ent
edges are connected a t the  vertices Vj which can be considered as equivalence classes 
of the edge end po in ts {@j} .
Once th e  geom etry of the  underlying graph is defined, one in troduces displace­
m ents r l (x) e  R 2 a t each point of the  graph. As each edge carries along an individual 
coordinate system  e*, ej- th e  displacem ent decom poses as follows:
r l ( x )  u l ( x ) e i  +  w l (x)ej~
where uz(x) is th e  longitudinal (tangential) displacem ent and  w l (x) the  vertical (in 
the plane) or norm al displacem ent w l {x) a t the m ateria l po int x E [/32i- i j /? 2j] (see 
Figure 2.2).
T he corresponding strains decouple accordingly: r x(x) =  ulx{x)eiJtw l.(x )e^ , where 
the  suffix x  signifies a  derivative w ith respect to  the  variable x. We assume linear 
Hookean m ateria l. T he stiffness m atrix  can then  be expressed as
K i =  k*1e i e T  +  l & e t ( e ± ) T .
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In th is  article we assum e th a t the  tangential and norm al stiffness param eters are 
constan t along each edge ej. The local balance of forces along an  individual edge 
then  tu rn s  into th e  classical equation for the transien t m otion of a  p lanar string:
r * _  k ■r i =  f1 tt Jit
where now th e  suffix t represents a  tim e-derivative and  is an  ex ternal force acting 
on edge e*. In th is n o ta tion  the  m ass is incorporated into th e  stiffness param eter. 
Indeed, for x  €  e* C f l \ V  we may define the  density p(x)  :=  m ax j ^ ,  -jr j .
Since th e  graph  under consideration is a  tree, for every a, b €  f2, a ^  b, there  exist 
the  unique p a th  tt[a,b] connecting these points. T he density p determ ines the  optical 
m etric and th e  optical distance
d a  := \ f p(x)  \dx\ ,  x E Q \V,  
a(a,b)  =  J  yjp(x)  \dx\ ,  a , b e £ l ,
7 r [a ,  6]
The optical d iam eter of the  graph is defined as
d ( =  m ax a(a,  b). 
a , 6 e  r
T he graph  and  th e  optical m etric determ ine the  metric graph denoted by {fi,p}. 
For a rigorous definition of the  m etric graph see, e.g. [55, 58, 59, 72, 77].
Once th e  equations of m otions along an individual edge are given, we have to  
describe th e  coupling conditions across m ultiple joints. We are going to  do th a t  for 
general p lanar graphs ra th e r th a n  ju s t for trees. To th is end we introduce some 
additional nota tion . For the  convenience of the  reader we label vertices by upper case 
le tters in order to  distinguish clearly from edge labels which, in tu rn , are given by 
lower case letters. T his convention is dropped in the  analysis la ter because the  tree 
s tru c tu re  implies a  m ore d irect labeling.
Given a  node v j  we define Z j  :=  { i  €  X|e, is incident a t v j }  th e  incidence set, and 
d j  =  \Ij \  th e  edge degree of vj .  T he set J  =  { J \ v j  € V }  of node indices splits into 
J s  and  J m  which correspond to  simple and  m ultiple nodes according to  dj  =  1 and 
d j  >  1, respectively.
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The set of sim ple (exterior) nodes is called the  boundary  of th e  graph and  is
denoted by T. In th is  paper we suppose th a t  external forces act only a t th e  boundary
of the  graph  th rough  th e  non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary  conditions.
For i G Xj we set
r \ v j )  =  < r i (02j - 1)
r W
if edge i s ta r ts  a t vj ,  
if edge i ends a t  vj ,
~ r i(/^2j - i )  if edge i s ta r ts  a t vj ,
r i ( $ 2j) if edge i ends a t  vj .
This m eans th a t  r lx(vj )  is the  derivative of r l taken along th e  edge e* a t th e  endpoint 
corresponding to  th e  vertex v j  in the  direction tow ards th e  vertex.
We m ay then  consider tim e dependent displacem ents r l (x, t ) ,  t  G [0,T],  (T  is an 
a rb itra ry  fixed positive num ber). T he system  of equations governing the  full transien t 
m otion is given by
r lt ~  K irlx =  0> x €  ( f o j - uf o j ) ,  t  G (0 ,T ), i G I ,
i €  I j ,  J  G Js i  t  G (0 ,T ),
r ' ( vj , t ) = r 3( v j , t ) ,  i , j  J  e  J M, t  e  (0,T) ,  (2.2.1)
K ir lx( v j , t ) =  0, J  G Jm-, t  G (0 ,T ),
iei j
_ r l (x,  0) =  r'0, r \ (x , 0) =  r \ ,  i G  ( foj - i ,  foj ) ,  i G X.
It is im portan t to  understand  th e  coupling conditions (2.2.1)3i4. Indeed, th e  first of 
these conditions, nam ely r l ( v j , t ) =  r j ( v j , t )  for i , j  G l j ,  J  G J m , sim ply expresses 
the  continuity  of displacem ents across the  vertex vj .  W ithou t th is condition the
network falls ap art. T he  second condition, nam ely ^  K ir lx( v j , t ) =  0 for J  G J m ,
iaij
reflects th e  physical law th a t th e  forces a t th e  vertex v j ,  in th e  absence of additional 
external forces acting  on v j ,  should add up to  zero. Notice th a t  th e  coupling a t 
m ultiple nodes v j , those where d j  >  1, is a vectorial equation. T his is in contrast to  
the out-of-the-plane model, where no such vectorial couplings occur which, in tu rn , 
makes the  problem  then  independent of the  particu la r geom etry. In the  case trea ted  
here th e  geom etry, represented by the  pairs (e ^ e ^ )  does p lay  a  crucial role.
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In Leugering and Sokolowski [68] the  s ta tic  system , i.e. (2.2.1) w ithout tim e- 
dependence, has been investigated w ith respect to  topological sensitivities, such th a t 
the  p o ten tia l energy or o ther functionals are considered under variation of the  edge- 
degree, nodal positions and edge-deletion. Like in th is  paper, the  analysis of the 
Steklov-Poincare operators plays a crucial role.
A nother rem ark  abou t model (2.2.1) is in order. If th e  system  is sta tic , the  stiffness 
only active for longitudinal displacem ents, and if the s ta te  is edge-wise linear, then  
(2 .2.1) comes down to  a truss-m odel.
In the  global C artesian  coordinate system , one can represent each edge by a ro­
ta tio n  m atrix
(cos a  — sin a  sin a  cos a
where e  =  (cos a ,  s in a ) T. In fact, it is the  global coordinate system  th a t we will 
use th roughou t th e  paper, as we are going to  identify th e  angles between two
branching edges.
2 .2 .1  S p e c t r a l  s e t t in g s .
Now we in troduce th e  spaces of real valued square integrable functions on the graph
f i :
N
L 2(Q) =  ( $ ) L 2(ei , R 2).  (2.2 .2)
i=i
For the  elem ent U G L 2(fl) we w rite
U =  { u , w }  =  { [  , u \ w l G L 2(ei). (2.2.3)
We can reform ulate the  com patibility  conditions in (2.2.1) a t m ultiple nodes (ver­
tices) v  using global coordinates. For the  sake of self-consistency in th is framework 
we pu t th is in th e  form at of definitions. We denote by th e  angle between two 
edges ei and ej counting from e* counterclockwise and  in troduce th e  m atrices
D 'i =  I °  )  , > e l .  (2.2.4)
0 ^ 2/
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We set Sij := SQij.
D e fin it io n  1. We say that the edge-wise continuous function U satisfy the first con­
dition (continuity)  at the (multiple node) internal vertex v j  if
. \ ) w I / \ ) 5 ^ Jr* (2.2.5)
Let e, be an edge incident a t v j .
D e f in it io n  2. We say that the edge-wise continuously differentiable function U sat­
isfies the second condition (force balance) at the internal vertex v j  if
jZXj W (
It is easy to  check th a t  if the  condition (2.2.6) is satisfied for some i E I j ,  then  it 
is valid for any i E I j .
f fWe put { 0 ,0 }  =  s } £  L2 (fi) and associate the following spectral prob-
l V v J .=1
lem to the graph:
}> x E ei} l e i ,  (2.2.7)
{0,-0} satisfies (2.2.5), (2.2.6) a t all in ternal vertices v j ,  J  E J m , (2.2.8) 
{ 0 ,0 }  =  0 on the  boundary  T (2.2.9)
The last equality  m eans th a t 4>l (vj )  =  0 2(u /) =  0, for i E T j , J  E Js-
D e fin it io n  3. By  S we denote the spectral problem described by (2.2.7)-(2.2.9).
It is known th a t  th e  problem  S has a d iscrete spectrum  of eigenvalues 0 <  ^
Ai ^  ^  . . . ,  A*, —► oo. Corresponding eigenfunctions { 0 ,0 }  can be chosen such
th a t they  form an orthonorm al basis in /^ (H ). Indeed, for scalar problem s, i.e. out- 
of-the-plane displacem ents in the  mechanical context or conductivity, the  spectral 
behavior has been explored by von Below [37], Nicaise [76] and others. The in-plane 
case discussed here has been trea ted  in Lagnese, Leugering and  Schm idt [62].
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2 .2 .2  D y n a m ic a l  s e t t in g s .
Along w ith  th e  spectra l, we consider the  dynam ical system , described by the  two- 
velocity problem  on th e  each edge of the  graph:
~  uxx =  °> t > 0 , x e e i  (2.2.10)
Kn
- \}W\t — w lxx =  0, t  >  0, x  G e*. (2.2.11)
i2
Here the  coefficients kn, ki2 play the role of speeds of th e  wave propagation on the 
edge ej, i =  1, . . .  AT in the  first and  second channels.
We assum e th a t  |j7s| =  m. By Tfi — L 2([0, T], M2m) we denote the  space of
controls acting  on th e  boundary  of the  tree. For th e  elem ent F  G J-fi we w rite
{ / . < ? }  =  { ( ^ ’ ) }  , f , g ‘ € L 2 (0 , T ) .
We will deal w ith  th e  D irichlet boundary  conditions:
{ u , w }  =  { f , g } ,  on T x [0 ,T ], (2.2 .12)
where / ,  g G . T he last equality  m eans th a t ul (vj )  — v l ( v j ) =  gz(vj ) ,  for i G
Fj ,  J  G J s -
D e f in it io n  4. By  D  we denote the dynamical problem on the graph D, described by 
the equations on the edges (2 .2 .10), (2 .2 .11)  which satisfies compatibility conditions
(2.2.5), (2.2.6) at all internal vertexes for any t  >  0, Dirichlet boundary condition
(2 .2 .12)  and zero initial conditions {u(-, 0), w(-,  0)} =  {0, 0}, {ut (- ,0), u>t (- ,0)} =  
{0 ,0 } .
It is known th a t  for any T  >  0, { u , w }  G C([0, T]; L 2(D)) if F  G Tfi  (see, e.g. 
[62, 60]).
2 .3  In v e r s e  d y n a m ic a l  a n d  s p e c t r a l  p ro b le m s . C o n n e c t io n  o f  t h e  in v e rse  
d a ta .
We use th e  T itchm arsh-W eyl (TW ) m atrix  as th e  d a ta  for the  inverse spectral p rob­
lem. For the  spectra l problem  on an interval and  on th e  half line th e  T W  function is
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a  classical object. For th e  inverse spectra l problem  on trees it was used in [9, 40, 87], 
The general p roperties of th e  M —operator for self-adjoint operato rs are considered 
in [1, 42, 17].
Let us choose A ^  R. We define {01, -01}, {(f)2, ^ 2} — two solutions of (2.2.7),
(2.2.8) and  th e  following boundary  conditions:
/  (0 , 0^
( 1 , 0)
{ d > W }  =
^ (0 , 0)^
(0 , 1 ) 
V (0,0) )
on r, (2.3.1)
where nonzero elem ents are located a t th e  i —th  row. T hen  the  T W  m atrix  M (A) is 
defined as M (A) =  {M ,j(A )}™=1 where each A) is a  2 x 2 m atrix  defined by
A)
1 ^  i , j  ^  m.
^ x{vj,X) ip2x(vj , \ ) /
Let us consider the  nonhom ogeneous Dirichlet boundary  condition
{<£,^} = {C, v )  on r,
(2.3.2)
(2.3.3)
where {£, v }  G M2m, and  let {(j), -0} be th e  solution to  (2.2.7), (2.2.8), (2.3.3). T he 
T itchm arsh-W eyl m a trix  connects the  values of {(f), %jj) on th e  boundary  and  the  values 
of its derivative 1^ , ^ }  on the  boundary:
(2.3.4)
We set up the  inverse spectral problem as follows: given the T W  m atrix  M (A), 
A ^  R, to  recover th e  graph  (lengths of edges, connectivity and angles between edges) 
and param eters of th e  system  (2.2.7), i.e. th e  set of coefficients { k n ,k i2}^=1-
Let { u , w }  be th e  solution to  th e  problem  D  w ith th e  boundary  control { f , g }  G 
. We in troduce th e  dynamical response operator (the dynam ical D irichlet-to- 
N eum ann m ap) to  th e  problem  D  by th e  rule
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The response operato r has the  form of a convolution:
( R T { f , 9 }) (t) =  ( R » { / , g } ) ( t ) , t  €  [0,T], (2.3.6)
where R ( t)  =  {Rij(t )}™j=1 and each Rij(t )  is a  2 x 2 m atrix . T he entries Rij(t )  are 
defined by th e  following procedure. We set up two dynam ical problem s defined by 
the equations (2.2.10), (2.2.11), (2.2.5), (2.2.6) and  the boundary  conditions given by
t  (0 , 0) \
(5(f), 0)
(0 , 0 ) j




In the above no ta tions, th e  only nonzero rows is i —th . T hen
(2.3.8)
So, to  construct th e  entries of R , we need to  set up th e  boundary  condition a t i —th 
boundary  po in t in th e  first and second channels, while having o ther boundary  points 
fixed (im pose homogeneous Dirichlet conditions there) and  m easure the response a t 
j —th boundary  po in t in the  first and second channels.
We set up th e  dynamical inverse problem  as follows: given th e  response operator 
R T (2.3.5) (or w hat is equivalent, the  m atrix  R ( t) ,  t  G [0,T]), for large enough 
T, to  recover the  graph  (lengths of edges, connectivity and  angles between edges) 
and param eters  for th e  dynam ical system  (2 .2 .10), (2 .2.11), i.e. speeds of th e  wave 
propagation  on the  edges.
T he connection of th e  spectral and  dynam ical d a ta  is known and was used for 
studying th e  inverse spectra l and dynam ical problem s, see for exam ple [53, 9, 12], 
Let { / ,  g}  G D (Cq°(0, + o o ))2m and
————— r°°
{ / , 9 } W : = /  { / ( f ) ,  9(f) K “ df
Jo
be its Fourier transform . T he equations (2.2.10), (2.2.11) and (2.2.7) are connected 
by the Fourier transform ation: going formally in (2.2.10), (2.2 .11) over to  the  Fourier
transform , we ob ta in  (2.2.7) w ith A =  k2. It is not difficult to  check (see, e.g. [9, 12])
th a t the  response m atrix-function and  T itchm arsh-W eyl m atrix  axe connected by the 
same transform :
system  even th is simple s ituation  is nontrivial.
Suppose th a t  a  tree consists of two edges, e\ and e2 w ith  the  (unknown) lengths
and the  only in ternal po int is v$. We suppose also th a t e\ begins a t V\ and ends a t 
v3 and e2 begins a t v 3 and ends a t u2.
We consider th e  dynam ical problem  D on the  tree and show th a t  one needs to  
know the  response operato r or the  T W  function associated w ith one boundary  vertex 
only to  recover th e  graph.
Let us consider the  initial boundary  value problem  (2.2.10), (2.2.11), (2.2.5),
(2.2.6) w ith  th e  boundary  conditions given by
(2.3.9)
where this equality  is understood in a  weak sense.
2.4 Solution of the inverse problem. T he case of two intervals.
We s ta r t w ith  the  inverse problem  for two connected intervals. For th e  two-velocity
li and l2. T he angle between edges we denote by a  : =  q 12, the  boundary  T is {u!,u2}
(2.4.1)
The solution of the  above problem  can be evaluated explicitly. For 0 ^  t  ^  it isK11
given by
w 1(x, t ) =  0.
On the  tim e interval -r3-  <  t <fcn min {fc2i,fc22} on th e  first edge we have
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and on the  second edge




h_ _ h _
ku k22
2 / \ i c f  % A 1^ 1^
W {x, t )  = W  t - j — 722 , 722 =  7- -  T - -
\  ^22 /  K11 ^
In the form ulas above, the  coefficients a l5 a2, 6i, b2 are unknown.
From the  condition (2.2.5) we ob ta in  th a t
b\ J \ b 2
Condition (2.2.6) implies
1 +  Ql = 5 a [ a 2 ) .  (2.4.2)
1  j CL 1  \  /  Q-2
fcn j  =  5 a D / | ^  j _ (2.4.3)
k\2 /  \  2^2 '
After in troducing the  no ta tion
h  i 0 ,
D i =  | ) ,  i =  l , . . . N ,
0 ki2
one can rew rite (2.4.3) as
< 2 4 4 )
Com bining (2.4.2) and  (2.4.4), we obtain
a (_lr ‘) ■ C r )  • (2-45)
Let us now consider the  problem  (2.2.10), (2.2.11), (2.2.5), (2.2.6) w ith the  nonzero
boundary  condition a t th e  second channel:
, , / ( 0 ,  <5(0 ) \\ u , v \  =  , on 1. (2.4.6)
V (0,0) )
The com putations sim ilar to  above show th a t the following condition m ust hold:
Di  ( h  _  )  =  —SaD 2S - a I \  ) , (2.4.7)
— 1 +  cii)  \1  +  a w
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where th e  coefficients a\,  a 2, &i, &2 are unknown.
T he function u l (x, t ) ,  the  first com ponent of the  solution to  (2.2.10), (2.2.11),
(2.2.5), (2.2.6), (2.4.1) has the  following representation  on th e  tim e interval f^- < t <
f i t  +  2 mm*,,-{■§-}
:() -  * (* ■- £ ) +M  (* ■+ 1  -  9  - * s (* ■- £  - 1 )
Thus (see the  definition of the response operator (2.3.8)), for such t, 
{-Rii}n(£) =  *4 (0 , t) =  ~  ’
A sim ilar argum ent shows th a t f o r f ^  +  f ^ < f < f ^  +  f^- +  2 m i n ^ l f 1-}





Therefore, using th e  { i? n } i2, { i? n } i2 com ponents of the  response operator on the 
described tim e intervals, one can determ ine ku ,  fci2, a i ,  &i, h.  A pplying th e  same 
argum ent to  th e  problem  (2.2.10), (2.2.11), (2.2.5), (2.2.6), (2.4.6), we conclude th a t 
{-ftn}2i, {-ftii}22 com ponents of the  response function determ ine ai, b\.
Let us in troduce th e  notations
£i — 1 +  Ui, rji — 6i,
Ci — ^\i  *7i =  1 +  a \i
and rew rite (2.4.5), (2.4.7) as
( S M S - a  +  D!)  | = 2 D 1 ^
(5'QJD25'_Q +  A ) | i 1j = 2A ^
(2.4.11)
(2.4.12)
In the  forward problem , the  equations (2.4.11) and (2.4.12) can be used for the de­
te rm ination  of th e  reflection and transm ission coefficients a 1; bi, a 1} b\. Since the 
(given) m atrixes S'QZ>2S'_Q +  D\  and D\  are positive definite (it is easy to  check th a t
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SaD j S - a ^  m in im i, kj2}I) ,  these coefficients axe uniquely determ ined from (2.4.11), 
(2.4.12). Moreover, we necessarily have
/ f  \
(2.4.13)
On th e  o ther hand, in th e  inverse problem  we know D \,  £1; rji, £i, rji (we can determ ine 
all these coefficients from com ponent of th e  response operato r). T hus equations
(2.4.11), (2.4.12) determ ine th e  m atrix  A =  SaD 2S - a - Using th e  invariants of m atrix  
— the  determ inan t and trace, we can find the  m atrix  D 2 from th e  equations
k2\ +  k22 =  t r  A, k2\k22 =  det A. (2.4.14)
The existence of angle a follows from the  spectral theorem  —  Sa pu ts  th e  operator 
A  to  a diagonal form.
Notice th a t  if D 2 =  7 1, there  is no dependence on a  in equations (2.4.11), (2.4.12).
We po in t ou t th a t  we still need to  determ ine the  length of th e  second edge. For this 
aim  we could analyze the  representation  of the  solutions u1, w 1 on a  sufficiently large 
tim e interval. It would lead to  an increasing num ber of term s in the  representations
(2.4.8), (2.4.9) and  (2.4.10). Instead of th a t we will develop the  m ethod which works 
for general trees following the  ideas of [9], Let us consider th e  new tree, consisting of 
one edge: Q =  e2. Idea of th e  m ethod is to  recalculate th e  T W  m atrix  for the  new 
tree using the  T W  m atrix  and response operator for the  whole tree  and th e  d a ta  
th a t we obtained  on the  first step, i.e. param eters of th e  first edge and  the angle 
between edges.
Let {£/, W }  be th e  solution of (2.2.7), (2.2.8) on w ith  boundary  conditions
{£/, W }  =  {C, v } ,  a t v u {U, W }  =  {0,0}, a t v2. (2.4.15)
T he com patib ility  conditions a t th e  in ternal vertex  u3 are:
ki y W  ) j  \ w 2{v3, \ ) J
O'. I X> \  =  S „ n '2 I ] . (2.4.17)/ 7 / , > „ A )
\ w l ( v i , \ ) }  V h /> 3 ,a ;
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Let M ( A) be the  T W  m atrix  for the  tree fb We see th a t  M u  (A) -  com ponent 
associated w ith  the  “new” boundary  point V3 satisfies the  equation:
(2.4.18)
From (2.4.16)-(2.4.18) it follows th a t
jy  / ^ x ( ^ 3 ,A ) \  =  g  ~ i  ( A ) 5  ( U  ( ^ A ) \
W ( v 3, \ ) j  2 v ^ k a ) ;  '  1
We em phasize th a t  in (2.4.19) we know everything b u t the  m atrix  M (A). Choosing 
different boundary  conditions for the problem  in (2.4.15), we can get linear indepen­
dent vectors |  ^ 3’ M  in (2.4.19). T hus (2.4.19) determ ines the  m atrix  M n (A).
W ( v 3,X )J  { K
The m atrix  M u  uniquely determ ines the  corresponding com ponent of the  response 
operator R u  (see (2.3.9)). T he la tte r operator in tu rn , allows us to  find the param ­
eters of th e  second edge, exactly  as R n  determ ines the  p aram eters  of the  first edge. 
(In our simple case of th e  two edge tree, the  only p aram eter which we need to  recover 
is the length of th e  second edge.)
We conclude th e  resu lts of th e  present section in th e  following sta tem en t
T h e o re m  1. Let be the tree consisted of two edges. Then the tree and the parame­
ters of the systems (2.2.10), (2.2.11) and (2.2.7) are determined by the 2 x 2  matrix 
-M11 (A) — the diagonal element of the T W  matrix, associated with the first boundary 
point.
2 .5  S o lu tio n  o f  t h e  in v e rs e  p ro b le m . T h e  c a se  o f  a  s t a r  g ra p h .
Suppose th a t the  tree  is a s ta r  graph w ith  edges e i , . . .  en. We will show th a t to  
recover the graph  and  the  param eters of the  system  (2.2.10), (2.2.11) it is sufficient 
to  use th e  diagonal elem ents of th e  response operato r (or diagonal elem ents of the 
Weyl m atrix), associated to  all bu t one boundary  vertices.
Let us set up the  initial-value problem  (2.2.10), (2.2.11), (2.2.5), (2.2.6) w ith the 
boundary conditions given by the  first equation in (2.3.7). We suppose th a t the  only
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nonzero boundary  conditions are given a t th e  first channel of th e  i — th  boundary 
vertex, i ^  n. We suppose th a t e* begins a t and ends a t vn+\ and all o ther eJ; 
j  =  I , . . .  ,n ,  j  i begin a t vn+\ and end a t Vj. A nalyzing the  solution { u , w }  of 
these problem s in a  way we did for the case of the  graph  of two edges, we obtain  th a t 
on the  tim e interval ^  <  t  <  +  2 m in i j {^i-} on the  i —th  edge we have
21/x





w l (x, t )  =  b]5 t  +   ------ 7,2
\
and on o ther edges (j  =  1 .. .n,  j  ^  i):
u] (x, t) =  a)5 ( t  -  -  7ji
w 3{x, t )  =  b ) 5 [ t -  - 7 j 2
l i 2 ~ T  ~k~'
in  =









W here a*, 6), i =  1 , . . . ,  n — 1, j  =  1 , . . . ,  n  are reflection and  transm ission coefficients 
associated w ith  the  i — th  vertex. Let us introduce new param eters
6  =  1 +  a), Vi =  b\, i =  1, 1. (2.5.1)
The com patib ility  conditions (2.2.5), (2.2.6) a t the  in ternal vertex  vn+i (we need to  
rew rite them  in a  way we did for the  case of two edges) lead to  the  following equalities 
(cf. (2.4.11)):
£  S i j D A S i f ) -1 +  D.
J = 1, j^i J \V
=  2 D i i =  1 , . . .  7i — 1. (2.5.2)
Let us now set up th e  initial-value problem  w ith  the  d e lta  function in the  second 
channel a t i —th  boundary  point, i ^  n, which is given by (2.2.10), (2.2.11), (2.2.5),
(2.2.6) and  th e  boundary  conditions given by the  second equation  in (2.3.7). Using 
the  same o rien tation  of edges as in the  first case, we can ob ta in  and analyze the 
representation  for th e  solutions { u , w }  of these problem s. Let a*, 6*, i =  1 , . . .  , n  — 
1, j  =  l , . . . , n ,  be the  reflection and  transm ission coefficients. Introducing new 
param eters
£,i =  b], 77» =  1  +  a * ,  i  =  1 , . . .  n  —  1 (2.5.3)
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and m aking use th e  com patibility  conditions (2.2.5), (2.2.6) a t the  internal vertex, we 
obtain  the  following equalities (cf. (2.4.12)):
S M S ^ Y 1 +  a  j  ^  =  2 A  ^  1. (2.5.4)
T he m atrices S ijD j(S ij )~1 +  D ^ j , i =  1 , . . . ,  n  — 1 are positive definite. If
all angles betw een edges and all m atrices Dj are known, th e  system s (2.5.2), (2.5.4) 
can be solved for 77*, £*, rj. N o t e  th a t necessarily
^  ) , * =  1.
J l i j  \Vij
In the s ituation  of th e  inverse problem , using the  diagonal elem ents {A*}) i =  
1 , . . . ,  n  — 1, of the  response operator, we can determ ine th e  reflection and transm is­
sion coefficients a\, b\ , a*, b\, as well as Di for % =  1 , . . . ,  n  — 1. Indeed, analyzing 
the  solution to  th e  dynam ical system  D  w ith the  boundary  condition given by the 
delta  function in the  first channel a t the  z—th boundary  vertex, it is easy to  see (cf. 
(2.4.9), (2.4.10)) th a t:
. 1 2zd /  2/
{ R * h i ( t )  =  < ( 0 ,  t) =  +
rCii Ki\ \  Kn
%  2Z; „ . f k .
t , < ‘ < r r +  ™ n {F }’A/t l  n ^ i  t \ j Xy
(t) =  < ( 0 ,  t) =  ^ -5 '  (t  -  7*2) ,  
ki2
l i 2 < t <  7i2 +  2m in{ — }.
1'3
T he above represen tation  allows one to  determ ine «i, bj, h, kii for z =  1 , . . . ,  n  — 1.
Analyzing th e  solutions to  the  dynam ical system  D  w ith  th e  boundary  condition
given by th e  de lta  function a t the  second channel of the  z—t h boundary  vertex, we 
can determ ine a], b], ki2 for z =  1 , . . . ,  n  — 1.
Thus, since th e  vectors [ j and J in (2.5.2), (2.5.4) are known and nec-
w  W
essarily different, the  equations (2.5.2), (2.5.4) com pletely determ ine the  m atrixes
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■^Z) n
Ai =  J 2  +  Di, (2.5.5)
j=i, j #
In (2.5.5) we do not know n — 1 angles between edges and the  m atrix  D n. We use 
the system  (2.5.5) to  determ ine them  in the  sam e way we did it for the  case of two 
intervals, b u t calculations are more involved.
Let us consider th e  condition (2.5.5) for i =  k and for i =  I:
n
Dk +  SkiD^Ski) -1 +  J 2  Skj Dj i Skj ) - 1 =  A k, (2.5.6)
i=i,j^k,i
n
D x +  StkDkiStk) - 1 +  J 2  S t j D j & j ) - 1 =  A,; (2.5.7)
the m atrices Ak and  Ai here are known. Note th a t after the  m ultip lication of (2.5.7) 
by Ski from the  left and  by (Ski) -1 from the  right, and  using th a t Ski =  (Sik) -1 > 
SkiSij =  Skj,  we ob ta in
A k =  S k i M S u ) - 1.
The angle can now be found using the spectra l theorem . R epeating  th is procedure 
for various i, I we can determ ine all angles. A fter th a t we can use any of the  conditions
(2.5.5) to  determ ine D n. Indeed, tak ing  i =  k we have
SkuDniSkn) -1 =  B k (2.5.8)
for some known m atrix  B k. Then
kni +  kn2 =  tv B k, knikn2 =  det B k. (2.5.9)
The next step  is crucial for solving the  inverse problem : we have already recovered 
a  p a rt of th e  tree, and  our next goal is to  find the  inverse d a ta  for the sm aller “new” 
tree, using th e  initial inverse d a ta  and inform ation th a t  we ob ta ined  on the previous 
steps.
Let us consider the  new tree, consisting of the  one edge Q =  en. By {<!>, we 
denote the  solution to  (2.2.7), (2.2.8) and th e  following boundary  conditions
{<£, 'L} =  {C, v ] ,  a t Vi, {<£, vk} =  {0,0}, a t vx, 2 <  i ^  n. (2.5.10)
As in the  case of a  g raph  consisting of two intervals, our goal is to  ob ta in  the coefficient 
M u  of the  T W -m atrix  for Q, associated w ith the  “new” boundary  edge vn+i. Note 
th a t we can assum e th a t we have already recovered the  inform ation ab o u t all o ther 
edges and angles betw een them . So we have in hands the  m atrices D[, and for
I  =  1 ,  . . .  7 7 ,.
N ote th a t solution to  (2.2.7), (2.2.8), (2.5.10) on the  edge ei solves the Cauchy 
problem
T hus the  function {$ , 'I'} and its derivative is known on the  edges e i , . . . ,  en_i. A t 
the  in ternal vertex  vn+\ the com patibility  conditions hold:
Using these conditions and  the  definition of the  com ponent of T W -m atrix  associated 
w ith the  n —th  edge:
- k * 1* 1xx  =  \ * \  ~ k 212^ xx =  A * 1, x G e i




and on edges e2, . . . ,  en_i solves the  Cauchy problem s
=  A4>‘, =  A * \  x € e i





we get the  equations
(2.5.17)
Choosing th e  different boundary  conditions a t the  i —th  boundary  point, we can
other term s in (2.5.17), th is equation determ ines M n ( A). Using the  connection of 
the dynam ical and  spectra l d a ta  (2.3.9), we can recover th e  R u  com ponent of the 
response function associated  w ith and reduce our problem  to  the  inverse problem  
for one edge. (Really we still need to  recover only the length  of th e  n —th  edge.)
We combine all resu lts of th is section in
Theorem  2. Let be the a star graph consisted of n edges. Then the graph and 
the parameters of the systems (2.2.10), (2.2.11) and (2.2.7), are determined by the 
diagonal elements ( 2 x 2  matrices) M u(A) 1 ^  i ^  n — 1 of the T W  matrix.
2.6 Solution of the inverse problem. The case of an arbitrary tree.
Let be a finite tree  w ith  m  boundary  points T =  {u i , . . . ,  um}. Any boundary  vertex 
of the tree can be taken  as a root, so w ithout loss of generality  we can assume th a t the 
boundary  vertex  vm is a  roo t of the  tree. We consider th e  dynam ical problem  D and 
the  spectral problem  S on Q. Then th e  reduced response function R(t )  =  { R i j i t ) } 71^  
and th e  T W  m a trix  M (A) =  { Mi j ( A )}^“ \  associated w ith  all o ther boundary  points 
are constructed  in th e  same way as in the section 3.
Let us take two boundary  edges, e, w ith  th e  length f  and  velocities in channels 
ki\i ki2 and ej w ith  th e  length  lj and velocities in channels kji ,  kj2- These two edges 
have one com m on po in t if and only if
get vectors
{ R p } n (t)  — < 1 ^  i, j  ^  m  -  1. (2.6.1)
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N ote th a t  one can use o ther com ponents of Rij to  determ ine the  connectivity of edges.
T his m ethod  allows us to  divide the  boundary  edges in to  groups, such th a t edges 
from one group have a  com mon vertex. Let us take th e  first of such groups, say 
Ci, • • ■, emo w ith  boundary  vertices v \ , . . . ,  vmn. These edges together w ith another 
edge e'ma form a  s ta r  graph  w ith  the in ternal vertex vrn'n, th e  subgraph of fh Note, th a t 
using th e  diagonal elem ents of the  response operato r Ra(t)  or th e  diagonal elem ents of 
the  T W -m atrix  M a (A), i =  1, ,  mo by the  same m ethod  as in th e  case of s ta r  graph, 
we can determ ine angles and  velocities for all edges e1}. . .  ) emf),e 'rlf) =  [vm' , and 
lengths all boundary  edges e i , . . . ,  emn.
We take th e  new tree Q =  Q \  ej. O ur goal as in the  previous cases is to  
calculate M (A), th e  (reduced) T W -m atrix  associated w ith  fh
Choose th e  orien tation  on th e  subgraph: th e  edge ex s ta r ts  a t v\  and ends a t vmi , 
edges e, s ta r t a t vm'Q and end a t Vi for i =  2 , . . .  ,m o, e'mn s ta r ts  a t vm' and ends a t 
vm/>. By {<J>, we denote the  solution to  (2.2.7), (2.2.8) and  the  following boundary 
conditions
N ote th a t th e  solution to  (2.2.7), (2.2.8), (2.6.2) on th e  edge e\ solves th e  Cauchy 
problem
{<J>, \&} =  {£, i/}, a t Vi, {4>, =  {0,0}, a t u,, 2 <  % ^  m.  (2.6.2)
~ kh® lx =  A^>1> - ki2 x  e  e i 




and on th e  edges e2, . . . ,  emo solves
- k f ^ xx =  X ^ \  - * & ¥ „  =  W * , x e e ,
=  { 0 , 0 },
(2.6.6)
(2.6.7)
(2 .6 .8 )
T hus th e  function {<f>, and its derivative is known on edges e\
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At th e  in ternal vertex  vm' com patibility  conditions hold:
j y  =  f ' S l j iyj +  (2.6.10)
w K n n> W  U  K n ^ x ) )
A)'
a),
Using these conditions and  th e  definition of th e  com ponent of th e  (reduced) TW - 
m atrix  of the  new graph  associated w ith the edge e'mQ:
Slm^An'
we obtain  th a t
^  /$*(*>,»', A) \  =  " ^  / ^ K « ' , A ) \  +  (2.6.12)
W k W  ^  J j V ^ ( ^ > a)7
A H S ^ r 1
(VSi>A)y
E quation  (2.6.12) determ ines the  m atrix  M ^ m ^ A ). By th e  definition of the  reduced 
T W -m atrix  we have
(M „ (A )}  ( C ] =  ( 4” (”j) ) , m„ <  j  <  m. (2.6.13)
W  v ^ ( w
On th e  o ther hand, by the  definition of th e  reduced T W -m atrix  for the  new tree
= ’ m ° <  3 < m - (z 6 ' 14)
Thus {Mm^-(A)} com ponent of the  T W  m atrix  can be found from  the  equation
\ I =  { M „ ( A ) }  ( C )  ,  m o d e m .  (2.6.15)
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To find th e  com ponents M irn>n(A), m 0 <  i <  m, we fix Vi and denote by 
the  solution to  (2.2.7), (2.2.8) w ith the  boundary  conditions
{<f>, vf} =  {£, o} ,  a t Vi, {<f>, 'k} =  {0,0}, a t Vj, j  =  1 , . . .  m , j  ^  i. (2.6.16)
N ote th a t on th e  edges e i , . . . ,  emo {$ , 4^} satisfies th e  equations
- k 2 ,, ' K ,  =  >■*’ , -ky j'V L  =  A *3’, I t ' i  





m 0-Thus, th e  function {$ ,'1 '}  and its derivative are known on the  edges e i , . . . , e  
Using th e  com patib ility  conditions a t th e  internal vertex  vm>, for every J J we can
/ <f>mo (vm>, A) \  /$£*“ (Vm' , A )\ ,
find th e  vectors I 0 ), [ , n ). We em phasize th a t the function
{$,'1 '}  does not satisfy zero Dirichlet conditions a t vm> . C om ponents M irn>n(A), i =  
mo +  1 , . . . ,  m  — 1 can be obtained  from the  equations
C " K , A )
^ " ( ^ , A ) /
(A) I A) f C (2 .6 .20 )
T he procedure described reduces th e  initial problem  to  th e  inverse problem  on the 
sm aller subgraph. By repeating  these steps a  sufficiently m any tim es we recover the 
whole graph and  all param eters. We conclude th is section w ith
T h e o re m  3. Let D be an arbitrary tree. Then the tree and the parameters of the 
systems (2.2.10), (2.2.11) and (2.2.7), are determined by the elements ( 2x2  matrices) 
M ij(A), 1 ^  i, j  ^  m  — 1, of the T W  matrix.
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Chapter 3
T he boundary control approach to  inverse spectral theory
3.1 Introduction.
In the  C hap ter I of th is  thesis we consider th e  Schrodinger operato r
on L 2 ( R + ) , K+ :=  [0, oo), w ith  a real-valued locally integrable po ten tia l q and Dirich­
let boundary  condition a t x  =  0. Let dp(A) be th e  spectral measure corresponding to  
H, and m ( z ) be th e  (principal or D irichlet) Titchmarsh-Weyl m-function.
In th is section we give a  brief review of five different approaches to  inverse problem s 
for the  operato r (3.1.1): th e  G elfand-L evitan  theory, th e  K rein m ethod, th e  Simon 
theory, th e  Rem ling approach and th e  B oundary C ontrol m ethod. In the  next section 
we describe th e  B oundary  C ontrol m ethod in more detail and establish  its connections 
w ith the  o ther approaches (see also [82]).
3.1.1 G elfand-L evitan  theory.
D eterm ining th e  po ten tia l q from the  spectral m easure is th e  m ain resu lt of the  seminal 
paper by G elfand and  Levitan [47]. To form ulate th e  resu lt let us define the  following 
functions:
(3.1.2)
Let ip{x, A) be a  solution to  the  equation
—ip" +  q{x)ip =  Xip, x >  0, (3.1.4)
w ith  the  Cauchy d a ta
¥>(0. A) =  0, <p'(0, A) =  1. (3.1.5)
The so-called transfo rm ation  operator transform s the  solutions of (3.1.4), (3.1.5) w ith 
zero po ten tia l to  th e  functions ip(x, A):
(3.1.6)
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The kernel K ( x , t )  solves th e  G oursat problem
K tt(x, t) -  K xx(x, t) +  q( x) K( x ,  t) =  0,
F{ x ,  0) =  0, ± K { x , x )  =  \q(x) .
I t was proved in [47] th a t  K( x ,  t) satisfies also the  integral (G elfand-L evitan) equation
F(x,  t) +  K( x ,  t) +  f  K ( x ,  s) F( s , t )  ds =  0 , 0 ^  t  <  x.  (3.1.8)
Jo
The po ten tial can be recovered from th e  solution of th is equation by th e  rule
q(x) =  2-^-K (x , x). (3.1.9)
dx
3.1.2 The K rein m ethod.
In the  beginning of fifties M. K rein developed an approach (see [56, 57]) to  spectral 
inverse problem s for th e  string  equation which is different from the  G elfand-Levitan 
theory. Using th e  m ethod of d irecting functionals developed by him self in the forties, 
Krein reduced th e  inverse problem  to  solving linear integral equations. L ater this 
equation was derived by Blagoveschenskii [39] and independently  by G opinath  and 
Sondhi [50, 51] using th e  dynam ical approach.
3.1.3 Sim on approach.
In [83] B arry  Simon proposed a  new approach to  inverse spectra l theory  which has got 
a  fu rther developm ent in the  paper by Gesztesy and Simon [49] (see also an  excellent 
survey paper [48]). As th e  d a ta  of inverse problem  they  used th e  T itchm arsh-W eyl m- 
function which is know n to  be in one-to-one correspondence w ith the  spectral measure. 
I t was shown in [83] th a t  there exists a  unique real valued function A £  L)oc (M+) (the 
A —amplitude) such th a t
poo
m ( —k2) =  —k — A (t)e~2tk d t . (3.1.10)
Jo
The absolute convergence of the  integral was proved for q £  L 1 (M+ ) and q £  L°° (M+) 
in [49] for sufficiently large IRk. In general s ituation  one has an asym ptotic equality
m ( —k 2) =  - k -  f A{t)e~2tk dt +  0 ( e ~2ak) (3.1.11)
Jo
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(see [83, 49] for details).
Simon [83] p u t forw ard the  local approach to  solving th e  inverse problem s (locality 
m eans th a t the  A —am plitude on [0, a\ com pletely determ ines q on the same interval 
and vice versa). F irst, based on (3.1.11) Simon proved the  local version of the  B org- 
M archenko uniqueness theorem : m j ( —k2) — m 2(—k2) =  0 ( e ~ 2ah) if and only if q-y (x) =  
q2(x) for x G [0, a].
Second, he described how to  recover the  po ten tial from th e  A —am plitude. If 
A(- ,x)  denotes th e  A —am plitude of the  problem  on [x,oo), then  th is  family satisfies 
the  nonlinear integro-differential equation
d A ( t , x ) dA( t , x )
—   =  — -------- V A( s , x ) A( t  — s , x)  ds =  0 . (3.1.12)
ox  ot  J  o
If one solve th is equation w ith  the initial condition A(t ,  0) =  A{t )  in th e  dom ain 
{(x, t) : 0 <  x <  a, 0 <  t  <  a  — x}, then  the po ten tial on [0, a] is determ ined by
lim A( t , x)  =  q(x) , 0 <  x <  a.  (3.1.13)
The A —am plitude has the  explicit representation  th rough  the  spectral m easure 
by the  form ula derived in [49]:
A(t )  =  — 2 lim [  e~eX dp(A) a.e. (3.1.14)
£-"° J r  VA
W ithou t the  A belian regularization the integral need not be convergent (even condi­
tionally) [49].
3.1.4 R em ling approach.
M otivated by Simon, Rem ling [78, 79] proposed ano ther local approach to  inverse 
spectral problem s based on the  theory  of de Branges spaces. He introduced the 
integral operato r /C acting  in the space :=  L 2(0 ,T ),
(ICf)(x) =  j  k(x, t )  f ( t )  d t , (3.1.15)
Jo
where
1 r \ x \!2
fc(x, t) =  — t) — 4>(x +  t ) ] , (f>(x) =  A { t ) d t .  (3.1.16)
2  Jo
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Rem ling proved th a t given a  function A E L l (0, T ), there exists a unique q E L l {0, T)  
such th a t A  is the  A —am plitude of this q if and only if the  operato r I  +  K, is positive 
definite in ^ rT. The sam e positiv ity  condition was proved in [79] to  be necessary and 
sufficient for solvability of the  equation (3.1.12).
He proved the  following representation  of the  A —am plitude th rough  the regular­
ized spectra l m easure da:
A(t )  =  - 2  [  Sm(2^ )  d a { \ )  (3.1.17)
J R  V  A
w ith  th e  convergence in th e  sense of distributions.
Rem ling derived two linear integral equations,
y(x, t )  +  j  k( t , s ) y ( x , s )  ds =  t , (3.1.18)
Jo
z ( x , t )  +  f  k(t,  s) z(x,  s) ds =  i p( t ) , (3.1.19)
Jo
where 0 <  t  <  x <  T  and ij}(t) =  — 1 — f*(f>(s)ds.  T he po ten tia l q(x)  on [0, T] is 
uniquely determ ined by any of the  functions y  or z:
, W - 4 g f .  m m
3.1.5 T he Boundary Control m ethod.
The B oundary  Control (BC) m ethod in inverse problem s was developed abou t two 
decades ago by M. Belishev and  his colleagues [18, 32, 31, 25, 5]. As well as m ethods of 
Simon and  Rem ling, th e  BC m ethod provides the  local approach to  inverse problem s
developing ideas of A. Blagoveshchenskii [39] who was a  pioneer of the  local approach
to  the  Id  wave equation. It is w orth to  notice th a t the papers by Simon, Gesztesy and 
Rem ling (and also by K rein [56, 57]) are based on the spectral approach, and locality is 
proved the re  using sophisticated  analytical tools. In the  BC m ethod, locality natu ra lly  
follows from th e  finite speed of the  wave propagation.
The m ain idea of th e  BC m ethod is to  study  the  dynam ic D irichlet-to-N eum ann 
m ap R  : u(0, t )  i—> ux(0, t )  for the  wave equation associated w ith th e  operator (3.1.1):
utt — uxx +  q(x)u =  0, x >  0, t  >  0, (3.1.21)
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w ith zero initial conditions and boundary  conditions w(0,f) =  f ( t ) .  O perato r R  has 
the form
(Rf ) ( t )  =  - f ( t )  +  f r ( s ) f ( t  — s) ds,  (3.1.22)
J o
and function r(t)  is considered as inverse data . Let us in troduce th e  operato r acting 
in L2(0 ,T ):




’=  2 J0 r ^ d s - (3.1.24)
It is proved (see, e.g. [5]) th a t  one can recover th e  po ten tia l using th e  unique solution 
to  any of the  equations
C Tfo (£) =  T  — t ,  t e [ 0 ,T},  (3.1.25)
( CTf I ) ( t )  =  - ( ( R Ty x Tm  , t  e  [0,T],  (3.1.26)
where the  o pera to r R T in th e  second equation is determ ined by r(t ) ,  t  €  [0,T] and 
x( t )  =  T  — t. T hen
q { T ) = m k T ’ j  =  1’2- (3-L27)
It is im p o rtan t to  note th a t the  Krein equation, th e  Rem ling equation and  the  
equation of th e  BC m ethod  can be reduced to  each o ther by simple changes of vari­
ables. More exactly, K rein in [56, 57] considered th e  problem  w ith  N eum ann bound­
ary conditions a t x  =  0, and one of th e  equations derived in [78] can be reduced 
to  the  Krein equation. E quations (3.1.25), (3.1.26) and  (3.1.18), (3.1.18) concerning 
Dirichlet conditions can be easily transform ed to  each other.
The m ain goal of th is  p ap er is to  dem onstrate  the  connections between all ap­
proaches m entioned above. We provide a  new proof of th e  G elfand-L evitan  equations 
which dem onstrates the ir local character. We describe in detail relations between dy­
nam ical and spectra l approaches, in particular, we prove convergence a.e. in formula
(3.1.17).
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3.2 T he Boundary Control approach.
The BC m ethod uses th e  deep connection between inverse problem s of m athem atical 
physics, functional analysis and control theory  for partia l differential equations and of­
fers an in teresting  and powerful a lternative to  previous identification techniques based 
on spectra l or scattering  m ethods. This approach has several advantages, namely: (i) 
it m ain tains linearity  (does not introduce spurious nonlinearities); (ii) it is applicable 
to  a wide range of linear point a n d /o r  d istribu ted  system s and reconstruction situ­
ations; (iii) it can identify coefficients occurring in highest order term s; (iv) it is, in 
principle, dim ension-independent; and, finally, (v) it lends itself to  straightforw ard 
algorithm ic im plem entations. Being originally proposed for solving th e  boundary 
inverse problem  for the  m ultidim ensional wave equation, th e  BC m ethod has been 
successfully applied to  all main types of linear equations of m athem atical physics (see 
the  review papers  [20, 21] and  references therein). In th is paper we use th is m ethod in 
Id  s itua tion  applying it to  inverse problem s for the  operato r (3.1.1) and  dem onstrate 
its connections w ith  the  m ethods described above. We consider here Dirichlet bound­
ary  condition and note th a t our approach works also for o ther boundary  conditions 
(see, e.g. [10] for N eum ann condition and [16] for a  non-self-adjoint condition).
3.2.1 T he initial boundary value problem, Goursat problem.
Let us consider th e  initial boundary  value problem  for the  Id  wave equation:
utt (x, t) -  uxx(x, t) +  q(x)u(x,  t) =  0, x  >  0, t >  0, (3 2 1)
u (x ,0 )  =  u t (x ,0 ) =  0, u(0 , t )  =  f ( t ) .
Here q 6  Ljoc (K +) and  /  is an arb itra ry  Lfoc (R +) function referred to  as a  boundary 
control. T he solution u^(x, t )  of the  problem  (3.2.1) can be w ritten  in term s of the
integral kernel w(x,  s ) which is the  unique solution to  th e  G oursat problem:
w tt( x , t ) - w xx(x, i )  +  q(x)w(x, t )  =  0, 0 <  x <  t, (3 2 2)
u ;(0 ,f) =  0, w( x , x )  =  —1 /2  f * q ( s ) d s .
T he p roperties of the  solution to  th e  G oursat problem  are given in Appendix.
Let us consider now the dynam ical system  (3.2.1) on th e  tim e interval [0,T] for 
some T  >  0.
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Proposition 1. a) If  q G C1(M+), /  G C2(M+) and / ( 0) =  / ' ( 0) = 0, £/ien
f/ \ f /(£  — x)  +  f 1 w(x,  s ) f ( t  — s) ds,  x <  t,
uf (x, t )  =  < Jx ~  (3.2.3)
[ 0, x >  t.
is a classical solution to (3.2.1).
b) If q G L itioc(R+) and f  E L2(0 ,T ) ; then formula (3.2.3) represents a unique 
generalized solution to the initial-boundary value problem (3.2.1) 
ul  e  C([0,T]- ,Ht ), where
H  =  Lfoc( 0, oo) and H T :=  { u e H \  supp u c  [0, T ] }.
F irst s ta tem en t of th e  proposition can be checked by direct calculations. The 
proof of the  second one follows from Propositions 5 and  6 (see A ppendix).
3.2.2 The m ain operators o f the BC m ethod.
T he response operator (the dynam ical D irichlet-to-N eum ann m ap) R T for the  sys­
tem  (3.2.1) is defined in R 1 :=  L 2(0, T)  by
(f tT/ ) ( f )  =  U'( 0 ,f ) ,  t €  (0 ,T ), (3.2.4)
w ith th e  dom ain { /  G C 2([0 ,7 1]) : / (0 )  =  / '( 0 )  =  0}. According to  (3.2.3) it has a 
representation
( Rt f ) ( t )  =  - f ( t )  +  [  r { s ) f ( t - s ) d s ,  (3.2.5)
Jo
where r(t )  :=  w x(0 , t )  is called the  response function.
T he response operato r R T is com pletely determ ined by th e  response function on 
the  interval [0,T], and  th e  dynam ical inverse problem  can be form ulated as follows. 
Given r(t ) ,  t G [0,2T], find q(x),  x  G [0,T].
Notice th a t from (3.2.2) one can derive th e  formula
„  , I '2 V2/  2
where
V +  £ '
' w = I  <3-2-6)
'K.-7)
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To solve th e  dynam ical inverse problem  by th e  BC m ethod let us in troduce a  couple 
more operators. P roposition  1 implies in particu la r th a t  th e  control operator W T,
W T : T t  h-> H t , W Tf  =  uf (- ,T),  
is bounded. From (3.2.3) it follows th a t
( W Tf ) { x)  =  f ( T  -  x) +  J  w(x,r ) f (T -  r )  d r  (3.2.7)
The next s ta tem en t claims th a t the operato r W T is boundedly invertible.
Proposition 2. Let q E /^ (E L ).) and T  >  0, then for  any function z  E there 
exists a unique control f  E such that
u f ( x , T ) = z ( x ) .  (3.2.8)
Proof. According to  (3.2.7), condition (3.2.8) is equivalent to  th e  following integral 
V olterra equation of the  second kind
z (x)  =  f ( T  — x) +  f  w ( x , T ) f ( T  — T)dT 2  E (0, T ) . (3.2.9)
J X
The kernel w ( x , t ) is continuous and  therefore equation (3.2.9) is uniquely solvable, 
which proves the  proposition. □
The connecting operator C T : i—► , plays a  central role in the  BC m ethod.
It connects th e  outer space (the space of controls) of th e  dynam ical system  (3.2.1) 
w ith the  inner space (the space of waves) being defined by its  b ilinear product:
(CT!.g)r t  = (ul ( ;T) ,u’ ( ; T ) ) v  (3.2 .10)
In o ther words,
C T =  ( W Ty W T , (3.2.11)
and Propositions 1, 2 im ply th a t th is operator is positive definite, bounded and 
boundedly invertible on .
Let qn E C 00(M+), n =  1 , 2 , . . .  and qn —» q in L l i joc(R+). We denote by the  rn(t) 
the response function, corresponding to  qn. Form ula (3.2.6) and  P roposition 6 yields
r, as n —> oo. (3.2.12)
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Along w ith  W T and  C T we consider operators, Wf( and  C f ,  corresponding sm ooth 
po ten tia ls  qn, n =  1 , 2 , . . . .
L e m m a  1. Let W f(, CJ  be as described above, then:
l|WnT -V U T || ^ 0 ,  a s n ^  oo, (3.2.13)
| |C j  — C T \\ —* 0, as n —► oo. (3.2.14)
Proof. Let us take a rb itra ry  /  € then  from (3.2.7) we see th a t
||(W  -  Wn){f) \ \2 ^  sup \ w ( x , s ) - w n{ x , s ) \ T2\\f\\2,
0< x < s < T
Using (3.3.16) we ob ta in  the  first sta tem en t of the  lemma. T he second statem ent
follows from th e  first one and  the  representation  of C T (3.2.11). □
T he rem arkable fact is th a t C T can be explicitly expressed through R 2T (or 
th rough  r( t ) ,  t  e  [0, 2T]). •
Proposition 3. For q €  Ljoc(0, oo) and T  >  0, operator C T has the form
{ CTf ) ( t )  =  f ( t )  +  [  cT( t , s ) f { s ) d s  , 0 <  t <  T , (3.2.15)
Jo
where
cT(t, s) =  [p(2T — t — s) — p(t — s)]. (3.2.16)
and p(t)  is defined in (3.1.24)-
Proof. For sm ooth po ten tia ls  formula (3.1.23) is well known (see e.g [5]), therefore we 
give here only a  sketch of the  proof. One can easily check th a t  for q e  C°°(M+) and 
any / ,  g €  C ^°(0 ,T ) the  function U ( s , t ) :=  (uf  (•, s), u9{-, t ) ) n  satisfies the  equation
Utt ~  Uss =  (Rt f ( s )g( t )  -  f ( s ) ( R Tg ) ( t ) , s, t  >  0 ,
w ith  th e  boundary  and  initial conditions
t/(0 ,i) =  0, U(s,  0) =  Ut (s, 0) =  0 .
Using the  D ’A lam bert form ula gives representation  (3.1.23). M aking use of the  results 
on the  convergence of operators (3.2.14) and response functions (3.2.12), we can claim 
th a t represen ta tion  3.1.23 is valid also for q € L 1|joc(M+ ). □
3.2.3 The K rein typ e equations.
Let us suppose th a t  q €  C'°°(M+) and  consider the  Cauchy problem :
- y "  +  q{x)y =  0, x > 0 ;  y(0) =  a  , y '(0) =  (3. (3.2.17)
Let f T be a  solution of the  control problem
/ T  t > ,  , f y(x), o <  x  <  t , ^
( W Tf T){x) -   ^ h  ’ 3.2.18)
{ 0, x >  T.
For any g G C ^°(0 ,T ) th e  identity
u9( x , T)  =  f  (t )u9t (x, t )  d t , x T(f) :=  T  — t 
Jo
is valid, and  we have
(C Tf T, g ) =  f  y(x)u9( x , T)  dx =  f  y(x)  f  x T (t)uft (x, t )  dt  dx
Jo Jo Jo
=  f  ^ ( t )  [y(x )u9x(x , T)  -  yx{x)u9( x , T ) \ l ) d t  
Jo
=  [  /3xT (t)c/(t) -  a x T { t ) (RTg) { t )d t  =  (/3xT -  a ( R T)*>cr ,g).
Jo
Here (R T)* is th e  operato r adjoint to  R T in !FT :
{ (RT)*f)( t )  =  f ( t )  +  J  r ( s  — t ) f ( s )  ds.  (3.2.19)
We have used th e  fact th a t the  solution u9(x , t) is classical and  u9( T , T)  =  u9 (T, T)  — 
0 (see (3.2.3)).
Let us denote by yt, f j , i — 0 ,1 , the  functions corresponding the  cases a  — 0, 
(3 =  1 and  a  =  1, (3 =  0 respectively. Since g is an a rb itra ry  sm ooth function, the 
functions f j  and  satisfy the  equations
0C TfZ) ( t )  =  T - t , (C'T/ 1r )(t) =  - ( ( i ? r r x T) ( t ) ,  t e [ 0 , T \ .  (3.2.20)
Using (3.1.23) these equations can be rew ritten  in more detail:




+  J  cT(U s ) f i ( s ) ds =  1 — r ( s  — t) ( T  — s) ds , t  G [0, T ] , (3.2.22)
Function cT is defined in (3.2.16), and from (3.2.21), (3.2.22) it follows th a t functions 
f f  ■, j  — 0 ,1  possess additional regularity: f j  G H 1(0 ,T ).
R e m a r k  1. Taking into account (3.2.14) and (3.2.12) we can claim that (3.2.21), 
(3.2.22) hold for  q G L i10C(R+) as well.
Using any of functions one can easily find th e  p o ten tia l q in the  following way. 
From equation (3.2.3) it follows th a t u^{t — 0, t) =  / ( + 0 ) ,  and in particu lar, yi (T)  =  
f ? ( +0 ) .  Let us denote /,T (+0) by ^ ( T ) .  T hen
« ( T ) - £ g .  (3-2.23)
E quations (3.2.20)~(3.2.23) were obtained for a  m atrix  valued q of a class C l in
[5],
In [12] we showed th a t th e  T itchm arsh-W eyl m -function (the spectral Dirichlet- 
to-N eum ann m ap) and the  response operato r (the dynam ical D irichlet-to-N eum ann 
m ap) are connected by the  Laplace (or Fourier) transform  and  established the  relation 
between th e  A —am plitude and  the  response function:
A(t)  =  —2 r ( 2 t ) . (3.2.24)
Using th is  relation it is easy to  check th a t the  positiv ity  condition of R em ling’s opera­
to r I +  K, is equivalent to  the  fact th a t the  operato r C T is positive definite. Equations 
(3.2.21), (3.2.22) are reduced by simple changes of variables to  equations (3.1.18),
(3.1.19).
T he fact th a t  th e  positiv ity  of C T give the  necessary and  sufficient conditions of 
the  solvability of th e  inverse problem  was known in the  BC com m unity for a long time. 
A. Blagoveshchenskii [39] in 1971 obtained th e  necessary and  sufficient conditions of 
the  solvability of the  inverse problem  for the Id  wave equation  (w ith sm ooth density) 
which are equivalent to  th e  positiv ity  of C T. (C ertain ly  these conditions were in o ther 
term s —  th e  BC m ethod  and the  operator C T were proposed fifteen years later). 
Belishev and  Ivanov [30] considered the  two velocity system  w ith sm ooth m atrix ­
valued potential. In a  particu la r case when two velocities are equal, their necessary
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and sufficient condition is the  positiv ity  of C T. In [4] necessary and sufficient condition 
for solvability of a  nonselfadjoint inverse problem  w ith a m atrix-valued po ten tial in 
term s of C T was form ulated.
The equivalent necessary and sufficient conditions for th e  solvability of the inverse 
spectral problem  for th e  string  equation (in the  form of positiv ity  of certain  integral 
operator) were obta ined  by K rein [56], [57].
The m ethod proposed in [30] works also for non sm ooth potentials which leads 
to  the  following result. For given r  E L^O, 2T), there  exists a unique q E L ^O jT ) 
such th a t  r  is the  response function corresponding to  th e  problem  (3.2.1) w ith th is q 
if and only if th e  operato r C T constructed  by th is  r  according to  (3.1.23) is positive 
definite. T he fact th a t  r  and q belong to  the  same functional class is confirmed by 
formula (3.2.6).
3 .2 .4  S p e c t r a l  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  r  a n d  cT.
T he aim  of th e  p resent section is to  ob ta in  the  representation  for th e  kernel of the  
integral p a r t of th e  operato r C T , the  function cT( t , s ) and  response function r { t ) in 
term s of the  spectra l m easure of operator (3.1.1).
We consider the  Schrodinger operator w ith  a  real valued po ten tia l q E L lt /oc(R + ) 
and D irichlet boundary  condition:
-<f>xx +  Q<f> =  x  £  [0, + oo ), (3.2.25)
<j)( 0) =  0. (3.2.26)
By (p(x, A) we denote th e  solution to  (3.2.25) satisfying the  in itia l conditions
y?(0, A) =  0, y?'(0, A) =  1. (3.2.27)
It is known th a t there  exist a  spectral m easure dp(A), such th a t  for all f , g E  Z/2(R+):
P O O  P O O
f ( x ) g { x ) d x  =  ( Ff ) ( A) ( Fg) ( \ ) dp( A) ,  (3.2.28)
Jo J—oo
PO O
IF f ) ( X ) =  f ( x M x , X ) d x .  (3.2.29)
Jo
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The so-called inverse transform ation  operator transform s solutions of (3.2.25), (3.2.26), 
solutions of (3.2.25), (3.2.26) w ith  q =  0, (cf. (3.1.6)) :
sin \ / /**£
 -=—  =  < p ( x , \ ) +  L(x,  t)(p(t, A) dt  = : (Ix +  Lx)ip, (3.2.30)
vA  Jo
where the  kernel L ( x , t ) satisfy th e  G oursat problem  (see, e.g [65, 75]):
Lu (x, t )  -  Lxx(x, t )  -  q( t )L(x, t )  =  0, 0 <  t <  x,  3  2  3 1
L(x,  0) =  0, £ L { x , x )  =  - \ q { x ) .
Com paring (3.2.2) and  (3.2.31) we conclude th a t w(x,  t) =  L( t , x) ,  and thus
n \ / j
7 x
<p(s,A) +  f  w(x,  s)ip(x,  A) dx =  —n (3.2.32)
Jo '
Let us in troduce functions
^ . . f n sin y/Xt  sin vA s , . , .  . .
$ n(s, t )  =  J  ---------- ^---------- da(  A), (3.2.33)
where er(A) is defined in (3.1.2). The fact they are well-defined follows from the  proof 
of the lem m a below. T he following result seemed to  be classical, although we have not 
been able to  find it in the  litera tu re  for the  case of D irichlet boundary  condition. The 
case of N eum ann boundary  condition is considered in [65], [75] where the  convergence 
of corresponding analogues of <I>n was proven. We provide the  proof here for th e  sake 
of completeness.
L e m m a  2. The sequence of functions $ n(s, t )  converges to a continuous function 
$ ( s , t )  differentiable outside the diagonal uniformly on every bounded set in M2 as 
n —+ oo.
Proof. We follow the  scheme proposed in [65], Lem m a 2.2.2. In [66] it is shown th a t 
the sequence of functions
T / \ f n , n  n  , , , ,  f n sin y f \ t  sin \/A s ( 3  A . _ _ .
Vn( t , s )  =  j  ip(t, X)<p(s, A) dp(X) — J  ----------    ( T  ) ’ (3-2-34)
converges uniform ly on every bounded set to  the  differentiable outside the diagonal 
function as n  tends to  infinity. A pplying operators (Is +  L s)(It +  L t) to  (3.2.34) we
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have:
(Is +  L s)(It +  Lt)tyn(t, s) =  $ n(s > t) ~  (3.2.35)
n V~\t  \  sin y/X
- 7 T dT J - 7 T
£  ( £ L { t , T ) sj ^ 0 L dT)  sJ } ^ l d ( 24 x i )  -
rn (  ft s in \/A r  \  s in \/A t , ( 2ir a \
‘ d r ] -------= — d I — A2 I -
y/X I y f \
£ { £ L ( t ' T)S^ LdT) { £ L(s' T] S in V ~XTd r \ d ( 24  A i , .V x  V 3
T he sum  of th e  last th ree term s in the  right hand  side of th e  above expression con­
verges to  —L(s,  t) — L(t ,  s ) — J0rmn L(s,  r ) L ( t , r )  dr. T his fact and th e  convergence 
of the  left hand side of (3.2.35) im ply the  sta tem en t of th e  Lem ma. □
T he following theorem  gives an expression for th e  integral p a rt of the  kernel of 
the  operato r C T in term s of the  spectral measure.
Theorem  1. The kernel cT(s, t )  admits the following representation:
t ,  \  s m y / X ( T - t ) s \ n y / X ( T - s )  . . . .  ^  n - a  m  r ,
c ( s , t ) =  -------------------- ---------------------d a (A), s , t  G [0,T], (3.2.36)
J  —  OO ^
where the integral in the right-hand side of (3.2.36) converges uniformly on [0,T] x 
[0 ,7].
Proof. Let us take a rb itra ry  f , g €  . Using (3.2.28), (3.2.29) we rew rite ( CTf , g ) ? r  
as
pT  poo
( CTf , g ) r r =  ( x , T) u9( x , T)  dx  =  ( Fuf ) ( X, T) ( Fu9) (X,T)  dp(X).  (3.2.37)
J0 J  — oo
Here (see also (3.2.3))
(Fu^)(X,T)  =  (  ip(x, X)u*(x,  T)  dx —
Jo
w(x,  s ) f ( T  — s) ds j^ dx.
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Changing th e  order of in tegration  and  using th e  fact th a t w { x , s) =  0 for s <  x,  we 
arrive a t
( F u I ) ( \ , T )  =  J^ f ( T - s ) L ( s ,  A) +  [  w(x,  s)ip(x,  A) dx'j ds. (3.2.38)
M aking use of (3.2.38), (3.2.32), we can rew rite (3.2.37) as 
r>oo r T  pT  g j n  _  t'j s j n  y/X(T  — s)( Cr M = r  r  r
J - o o  Jo Jo A
Com paring the  last form ula w ith (3.1.23), we see th a t 
r-oo pT  pT  gjn ^  sin y / \ ( T  — s)f  f  sin v  A(T — t) sin VA(T  s)
-------------------- r------------------- f ( t ) g ( s ) d t d s d p {  A) =  (3.2.39)
J -  oo Jo Jo A.
[  f { s ) g { s ) d s +  j  [  cT (s, t ) g( s ) f ( t )  dt ds.
Jo Jo Jo
Now we make use of th e  sin transform : for all h , j  e  L 2(K+):
h{A) =  J  h (x )S*n ^ ^ X  ^ d x , h(x)  =  J  h( \ )  sin ( V \ x )  d
poo poo / r\J h( x) j ( x ) dx =  j  h(X)j(X) d ( —  A?{ X J { X )
Let us suppose th a t  f ( t )  =  g(t) =  0 for t  >  T  and t  <  0 and use th e  notation 
f r ( s )  =  f { T  — s ). T hen  we can rew rite the  first te rm  in the  right hand  side of 
(3.2.39) as
J p T  poo
1 f ( t ) g ( t ) d t =  f { T  — s ) g( T — s) ds =  (3.2.40)
o Jo
J  /t(A )# t(A ) d A ^  =
j -  £  £  sin ~  f  ^  ^ ^  ^  .
Plugging (3.2.40) in (3.2.39), we have th a t
r-oo r T  p T  g j n  y / x ( r  — t) sin VX( T  — s )f  f  f  sin VA(T -  i) s in  VA(T -  s) .-------------------- r-------------------- f ( t ) g ( s ) d t d s d a ( X)  =  (3.2.41)
J - oo Jo Jo ^
[  [  cT( s , t ) f ( t ) g ( s ) d t d s .
Jo Jo
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In the last form ula th e  function
C ( M ) : =  f  S i n x / I ( r - t) 'S in ' A ( T - S) f e (A)
J  — OO ^
is a  d is tribu tional kernel, whose action on functions / ,  g is defined by th e  left hand 
side of (3.2.41). O n th e  o ther hand, com paring C ( s , t ) w ith 4>(s,£), we see th a t 
C ( s , t) =  4>(T — s, T  — t) and according to  Lem m a 2, C (s , £) is a  continuous function 
on [0, T] x [0, T]. Since (3.2.41) holds for a rb itra ry  / ,  g 6  .7^ , we deduce th a t
(», t) =  C (s , t) =  r  Sin ^ (T  ~  () 'Sin ^ (T  ~  S) Ax(A), M € [ 0 , 7 1 .  (3.2.42)
J  — OO ^
□
Using th e  represen ta tion  for cT( t , s ) obtained in Theorem  1, we can derive the  
formula for th e  response function:
T h e o r e m  2. The representation for  the response function r
r { t)= I™ SJI7 r da(x)' (3-2-43)
holds for  almost all t 6  [0, Too).
Proof. Let us note th a t
$ { s , t ) =  [  —— —  d<j(X) =  cT(T — t , T  — s), t , s  £  [0,T], (3.2.44)
J  — OO
Using (3.1.23) we have
1 f t+s
ct (T  — t , T  — s) =  -  r ( r ) d r ,  t, s € [ 0 ,  T].  (3.2.45)
2 J\ts\
T he integral in (3.2.44) can be rew ritten  as
* ( S, t) =  1  / ”  M X )  =  (3 2 46)
2  . 7 - 0 0  A
i  r°° r ,+‘ s j ^ / M , d e d a W ' ( , s £  [0 ,r ] ,
Z  J - o o  J \ t - s \  V  A
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E quating  the  expressions in T hus (3.2.45) and (3.2.46) for t  =  s we get
A ccording to  (3.2.5) r  €  Li^O jT), so we can use the  Lebesgue theorem  and differenti-
Since the  p aram eter T  in consideration can be chosen a rb itra ry  large, the  last form ula
A direct consequence of th is theorem  is th a t integral in form ula (3.1.17) converges 
for alm ost all t  e  [0, Too).
The finite speed of th e  wave propagation (equal to  one) in the  equation (3.2.1) 
implies the  local na tu re  of the  response function r( t) : the  values of r(t ) ,  t  €  (0 ,2T ) 
are determ ined by th e  po ten tia l q(x),  x  €  (0, T ). This implies th a t if we are interested 
in the  spectra l representation  of cT(s, t ) for s, t  €  (0, T) and  of r(t)  for t  6  (0, 2T)  in 
the  form ulas (3.2.36), (3.2.43) we can replace (for exam ple) the  regularized spectral 
function <r(A) by any of the following functions:
(3.2.49)
Here ptr is the  spectra l function corresponding to  th e  tru n ca ted  po ten tia l qr(x)  =  
q(x),  when 0 <  x <  T  and qr(x)  =  q(x),  when x >  T,  q €  T 1j oc(t, +oo); pd{A) is the
ate  the  last equation. We obtain  the  following equality alm ost everywhere on (0, 2T)
(3.2.48)
proves the  s ta tem en t of the  proposition. □
spectral function associated to  the  discrete problem  on th e  interval (0, T)  w ith  the 
po ten tial qa{x) =  q(x), x  €  (0 ,T ) and  Po(^) is the  spectral function associated to  the 
discrete problem  on (0 ,T ) w ith zero potential (and w ith any self-adjoint boundary 
conditions a t x =  T .)
3.2.5 G elfand-Levitan equations.
In this section, using the  BC approach we derive the  local version of the classical 
G elfand-Levitan equations (3.1.8). T he proof is based on the  fact th a t the  kernel K
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of the transfo rm ation  operato r (3.1.6) satisfies a  G oursat problem  (3.1.7). We show 
th a t the kernel v  of the operator (W T)~l (which is inverse to  the  control operator 
W T) satisfies a  sim ilar G oursat problem . We observe th a t th e  operato r (W T)~l : 
'H7' i—► can be constructed  in the following way: we consider the  in itia l-boundary
value problem .
utt(x, t )  -  uxx(x, t )  +  q(x)u(x, t )  =  0, 0 <  x,  0 <  t  <  T, (3 2 50)
u ( x , T ) =  a(x)\  u ( x , t ) =  0, x  > T,
and denote by ua( x , t ) the  solution of th is problem . Basing on th e  uniqueness of the 
solutions to  the  initial boundary  value problem s (3.2.1) and  (3.2.50) one can check 
th a t
( (H /t ) - 1 o ) (t) =  u ° (0 ,t) , 0 <  t  <  T,
(see, e.g. [3] for m ore details). W hen q e  C'i1oc(]R+) and  a e  C'1(0 ,T ), a(0) =  0, 
ua(x, t) is a  classical solution and adm its the representation
«( S a (x ~ t +  T ) + f o ~ Xv (T - x >s ’T - t ) a { T - s ) d s ,  x ^ t ,
u (x, t )  =  < u (3.2.51)
[ 0 , x >  t.
in term s of the  solution v ( x , s , t ) to  the  following G oursat problem :
v t i ( x , s , t )  - v M( x, s , t )  + q ( T - s ) v ( x , s , t )  =  0, 0 <  s <  x  - 1,
(3.2.52)
v(x,  s, 0) =  0, jrt v(x , t , x  — t) =  \q { T  — x  +  t).
By the  analogy w ith  P ropositions 5, 1 one can show th a t form ula (3.2.51) gives a
generalized solution for the  case of non-sm ooth po ten tia l q and boundary  condition 
a. From rep resen ta tion  (3.2.51), the formula for (W T)~1 im m ediately follows:
( ( W r ) " 1a ) ( t ) = a ( T - t )  +  jT  V ( y , t ) a ( T - y ) d y ,  (3.2.53)
Here the  kernel V(s,  t ) satisfies the G oursat problem
Vtt{s , t )  -  Vss{s, t )  +  q { T -  s ) V{ s , t )  =  0, 0 <  s <  t, fn n -A\
, (3.2.54)
V ( s , T ) =  0, i V ( t , t )  =  \ q ( t ) .
Let us in troduce th e  following operators
J t  : L 2{0 ,T)  L 2(0 ,T ), (JTa)(y)  =  a ( T  — y ),
K  : L 2(0, T)  ~  L 2(0, T ), (ATa)(t) =  /  U(z/, *)a(y) dz,, t G (0, T ),
. / o
K*  : L 2(0, T ) i—> L 2(0 ,T ), (K'b) ( t )  =  J  V( t , y)b(y)  dy,  t  G (0, T ).
Using these definitions, we can rew rite (3.2.53) as
(VUr ) -1 a  =  ( /  +  K ) J Ta. (3.2.55)
Proposition  2 and form ula (VUT)* =  ,/£ ( /  +  if* ) yield
P r o p o s i t io n  4. The operator I  +  K* : L2(0, T ) i—» L 2(0, T ) zs boundedly invertible. 
For a rb itra ry  / ,  g G 0rT, by th e  definition of C T we have:
( CTf , g ) r r  =  (W Tf , W Tg)n r . (3.2.56)
Let us p u t /  =  (VUr ) -1 a, g =  (IT r )_15, a, 5 G 7iT and  rew rite (3.2.56) as
(C r ( /  +  i f ) J r a , ( /  +  i f ) J r &)^T =  (a,ft)HT =  (J r a , J r 5)HT, (3.2.57)
Since (3.2.57) holds for all a, b G 77r , this leads to  the  following operato r equation
( /  +  K ) * C t {I +  K )  =  I. (3.2.58)
Introducing the  operato r
(CTf m  =  f cT( s , t ) f ( s ) d s ,
J  o
and using (3.2.15) we can rew rite (3.2.58) as
K*  +  ( /  +  K * ) { K  +  Ct  +  Ct K )  =  0. (3.2.59)
The function V( y , t )  was defined in (3.2.54) for 0 ^  y  ^  t  ^  T , let us continue it
by zero in the  dom ain t  <  y  ^  T  and introduce th e  function 4>y(t), y , t  G [0, T] by the
rule




The equality  (3.2.59) implies
V (t ,2/) +  (j)y(t) +  f  V(t,z)(j)y( z )dz  — 0, x, t € (0, T). (3.2.61)
Jo
Since V( t , y )  =  0 for 0 <  y  <  t <  T,  we obtain  th a t
/  V  (t , z)J)y(z) dz =  0, 0 <  y  <  t < T .  (3.2.62)
R ew riting th is equation as
( ( /  +  K*)<f>y){t) =  0, 0 <  y <  t <  T, (3.2.63)
and tak ing  into account the  invertibility of I  +  K*  (see P roposition  4), we get
(f)y(t) — V( y , t )  +  cT(y, t )  +  j  cT( t , s ) V( y , s )  ds =  0, 0 < y < t < T .  (3.2.64)
Jy
Let us form ulate th is  resu lt as
T h e o r e m  3. The kernels of operators C T and K  satisfy the following integral equa­
tion
V( y , t )  +  cT(y, t )  +  f  cT(t, s )V(y ,  s) ds =  0, 0 <  y  <  t <  T.  (3.2.65)
Jy
Solving the  equation (3.2.65) for all y  €  (0, T ) we can recover th e  po ten tial using
q(y) = 2 4 - V ( y , y ) .dx
It is easy to  see th a t  th e  kernel V  is connected w ith th e  kernel of th e  transform ation 
operator (3.1.6) by th e  rule V ( T  — y , T  — t) =  K ( y , s ) and  cT is sim ilarly rela ted  to  
F  defined in (3.1.3): cT(T  — x , T  — t) =  F( x , t ) .  Therefore, equations (3.2.65) can 
be rew ritten  in a  classical form (3.1.8). On the  o ther hand, equations (3.2.65) have 
clearly a  local character since V ( y , t ) and cT( y , t ) are com pletely determ ined by q(y)  
on the  interval [0,T],
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3 .3  A p p e n d ix .
The G oursat problem  was studied in [85, Sec. II.4] for sm ooth  q , bu t the m ethod
works for q G L^C ha) as well (see [10, 11, 12, 9]).
P r o p o s i t io n  5. a) If  q G L}oc{B>+), then the generalized solution w ( x , s ) to the
Goursat problem  (3.2.2) is a continuous function and
are satisfied in the classical sense,
b) If q G C/oc(M+ ), then the generalized solution to the Goursat problem (3.2.2) is
wx( - , s ) , ws( - , s ) , wx( x , - ) , ws (x, -)  G L Uoc(M+). (3.3.2)
Partial derivatives in (3.3.2) continuously in Zjoc(M+ ) depend on parameters x, 
s. The equation in (3.2.2) holds almost everywhere and the boundary conditions
C l -smooth, equation and boundary conditions are satisfied in the classical sense.
c)  If Q CzoC(D£+)> then the solution to the Goursat problem  (3.2.2) is classical, all 
its derivatives up to the second order are continuous.
Proof. By se tting  £ =  s — x, rj =  s +  x, and
(3.3.3)
equation (3.2.2) reduces to
vtv ~  H  V ) v =  °> 0 <  f  <  V 
v{v , v )  =  o> ^(o>q) =  ~ \ I o / 2 q{, )   0 , v(0 , 77)
(3.3.4)
B oundary value problem  (3.3.4) is equivalent to  th e  in tegral equation
Introduce a  new function
1 pi7/2




and the  operato r K  : C(IR2) i—» C(M2) by the  rule
( K v ) ( € , v )  =  \  dm ( Vl g (3-3.7)
Rew riting (3.3.5) as
v =  Q — K v  (3.3.8)
and formally solving it by iterations, we get
OO
«(« .')) =  « ( « , ' ) ) +  E ( - 1) " (A" ‘'3 )K > ’')- <3 -3 '9)
n = l
To prove th e  convergence of (3.3.9) we need suitable estim ates for \K nQ\(£,, rj). O b­
serve th a t
i  p n / 2
7)1 <
For the first itera tion  we have
\ ( K Q ) ( ^ r j ) \ ^ ^ J  d£i J  drl i \ q ( —
Easy induction argum ents yield the  following estim ate
» € « .  (3.3.11)
Com bining (3.3.9) and  (3.3.11) one has
W£, V) \  ^  5 (7 7 )e x p |5 (7 7 ) ||,  (3.3.12)
which due to  (3.3.3) implies (3.3.1). D ifferentiating (3.3.5) we can ob ta in  formulas 
for th e  derivatives of v :
Vv(£, v)  =  “ ^ ( 2 )  ~\J0 (3.3.13)
Vd t > v )  =  ^ ( | )  -  \ J  q (^ - 2 ^ ) v ( ^ O dC +  (3.3.14)
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which lead to  (3.3.2).
W hen q G Cioc(R+), we can differentiate one more tim e in (3.3.13) w ith  respect 
to  £ which proves th a t u(£, tj) is a classical solution of (3.3.4). For w(x,  t ) th is implies 
th a t Wtt — w xx G Cioc(R+ x R+) and  equation in (3.2.2) holds in th e  classical sense.
W hen q G C7^c(K.+) , we can use (3.3.13), (3.3.14) to  show th a t  w  has all continuous 
derivatives of th e  first and second order and  thus is classical. □
Let us em phasize the  following simple observation:
R e m a r k  2. Solution to the boundary value problem (3.2.2) is unique.
Let {<Zn}^Li C C'oc(lR+) be such th a t
qn —^ 4 q as n  —► oo; (3.3.15)
by wn(x, s ) we denote th e  solution of (3.2.2) corresponding to  the  po ten tia l qn. 
P r o p o s i t io n  6. For solutions wn, w  the following holds:
w n ^  w, as n —> oo, (3.3.16)
d  L}oc d  
d i Wn d t " ’
as n  —> oo, (3.3.17)
d  lL  d— ► — U7,
ox Ox
as n —> oo. (3.3.18)
Proof. It is sufficient to  prove only (3.3.16), since (3.3.17) and (3.3.18) follows from 
th is and  form ulas for derivatives (3.3.13), (3.3.14). We prove th e  convergence for the 
sequence {i>n}£Li, th a t is obtained from {w n}'(fLl by the  change of variables (3.3.3).
Let us set =  [0, AT] x [0,N ]  and  take arb itra ry  subsequence from we
keep th e  sam e no ta tions for it. It is straightforw ard to  check th a t sequence {i'n}^=i! 
being restric ted  to  th e  com pact Q^, satisfies th e  conditions of the  Arzela-Ascoli the­
orem in C(f2;v). T hen  there exist such a « G  C (f2^) th a t  for some subsequence
vn k ^ v ,  in C '(tyv), (3.3.19)
as k —► oo. We rew rite (3.3.8) as
v =  Q q - K { q ) v , (3.3.20)
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where Q  : L 1(0,2./V) y-* C( QN) is defined by (3.3.6) and  K  : L i ( 0 , N)  x C{0,N) y-* 
C(Qjv) is defined by (3.3.7). We have
v -  vnk =  Q(g -  9 n J  -  K(g -  qnk)(v  +  vnJ  -  K (qnk)v  +  K {q)vrik. (3.3.21)
Going to  th e  lim it in (3.3.21) we get th a t
v — v = —K ( q ) v +  K(q)v .  (3.3.22)
Thus v  satisfies th e  equation
v =  Q  q — K  (q)v.  (3.3.23)
Since the  solution to  (3.3.8) is unique (see rem ark 2 ) , v  =  v.  Thus, every subsequence
of contains a  subsequence, convergent to  v  in C(fbv)- It implies th a t the  very




In th is work we investigated  some inverse and control problem s for dynam ical systems 
on the  half line and  on finite trees.
The general concept th a t  we bore in mind was the  following ideas on th e  connection 
of the inverse and  control problems: th e  controllability  properties of the  dynam ical 
system  are connected (via the  m ethod of m om ents) w ith  th e  properties of th e  corre­
sponding families of exponentials. On th e  o ther hand, th e  B oundary Control m ethod 
is based on th e  connections between controllability and  identification problem s for 
system  described by partia l differential equations. Thus, th e  progress in one of the 
fields (control, and  inverse problem s, and families of exponentials) could potentially  
lead to  the  progress in one or b o th  of the  o ther fields.
In the  first C h ap te r the  exact controllability for the  wave equation on the  finite 
tree has been proved. T he control acts th rough  the  D irichlet boundary  data , where 
one of boundary  vertices could be “clam ped” . Using the  m ethods from [8] and [73, 74] 
the result on th e  null controllability for the  parabolic and  Schrodinger equations on 
the  sam e tree  was derived. T he approach we used allowed us to  ob ta in  the  new results 
on the  families of exponentials associated w ith  th e  wave, parabolic and Schrodinger 
equations on th e  tree  (see also [8]). The partia l (w ith respect to  th e  shape) control­
lability resu lt for th e  wave equation is in teresting in itself. It is of great im portance 
for dynam ical inverse problem s (see e.g. [22, 23, 35]) and  could be considered as 
an in term ediate step  for solving the  dynam ical inverse problem s. T he extension of 
partia l and  exact controllability  results on th e  new types of equations on trees, for 
exam ple for th e  two-velocity dynam ical system , Euler and  Tim oshenko beam s and 
others could be of in terest for studing the  inverse problem s (an application of BC 
m ethod) and  for th e  theory  of functions (exponential families).
In the  second C hap ter we have investigated the  inverse problem  of recovering the 
m aterial p roperties and  th e  topology of a  tree constitu ted  by linear elastic two-velocity 
channels or in-plane-m odels of elastic strings. For a  roo ted  tree th is problem  can be 
solved using m easurem ents a t all leaves (besides th e  roo t). T he m ost rem arkable 
novelty is th e  detection  of th e  angles between two consecutive elem ents. Problem s
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of the  sam e type w ith variable coefficients (densities) is of g reat in terest, as well as 
the  problem s involving fram es of Euler-Bernoulli and  T im oshenko beam s. We believe 
th a t the  m ethod developed in the  second chapter (see also [9, 35]) will help us to  
extend the  local approach to  inverse problem s to  o ther types of equations on graphs 
(trees).
In the th ird  C hap ter we have shown th a t the  boundary  control m ethod (see [20, 21, 
4, 5]) offers powerful tools for solving the  dynam ical and  spectra l inverse problem s for 
the  Schrodinger operato r w ith th e  po ten tial on th e  half line. Moreover, it is shown 
th a t th e  central objects of Gelfand-Levitan [47], K rein [56, 57], Simon [83, 49, 48] 
and Rem ling [78, 79] approaches to  the  spectral inverse problem  natura lly  appear 
in the  BC m ethod. T he BC m ethod offers the  elegant way to  show the  connection 
between th e  dynam ical and  spectral d a ta  (see also [53, 49]), th is  connection could 
be im portan t for solving the  inverse problem s. By m eans of the  boundary  control 
m ethod we derived th e  classical Gelfand-Levitan equations and im proved the  results 
of Simon and  Rem ling on th e  convergence of A —am plitude, which is an  im portan t 
contribution to  th e  BC m ethod and  spectral theory. T he extension of our results 
to  the new type  of equations (first order hyperbolic system s, H am ilton system , etc.) 
and new type of problem s (e.g. inverse scattering, see [36]) seems to  be a promising 
direction in the  developm ent of the  BC-m ethod.
Everything th a t  was said above allows us to  conclude th a t  the m ethod of mo­
m ents, families of exponentials and  the  B oundary Control m ethod  based on the  the 
connection betw een controllability  and  identification properties of th e  dynam ical sys­
tem  com bined together provide the  powerful tools for solving the  control and inverse 
dynam ical and spectra l problem s. A pplication of these m ethods to  th e  new types of 
equations as well as to  the  new types of objects (for exam ple, g raphs w ith circles, 
infinite graphs, etc.) is a  prom ising direction in the  theory  of Control and Inverse 
Problem s and theory  of vector valued exponential functions.
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